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　　　　Wefomourimagesofforeigncount㎡es仕omavarie蚊ofsources．Perhapswe
read　a　book　or　a　magazine　or　newspaper　artic1e　that　leaves　a　paれicu1趾impression
about　another　country．0r　perhaps　we　see　a　T7program　or　a　movie　that　molds　our
view　of　a　coun吋we　previous1y　knew　little　or　nothing　about．　0r　perhaps　we　visit　a
foreign　comtry　and　come　away　w三th　new　ideas　about　the　culture　and　the　people．Or
perhaps　we　talk　with　foreigners　and　in　that　way　leam　something　of　their　country　and
customs．Depending　on　the　re1iabili1y　ofthe　source，each　of　these　methods　can　lead
to　ourfo㎜ulahngimagesthatarepositiveornega廿ve，correctormistaken，tolerant
or　prejudiced．In　most　cases，of　course，our　images　end　up　consisting　of　both　the
good　and　the　bad．
　　　　Of　a11these　sources，the　one　I　focus　on　in　this　paper　is　the　trave1account，which
can　be　broad1y　de丘ned　as　the　personal　views　and　reminiscences　of　people　who　have
spent　anWhere　from　several　weeks　to　severa1years　traveling　and1Mng　in　the　count町
they　are　writi㎎about．I　intend　to　look　at　how　a　number　of　Westemer　writers，
mainlyAmerican　and　British，have　described　China　in　recent　trave1accounts．I　think
these　accounts　are　important　for　several　reasons：first，the　books　I　discuss　are
interesting　and　easy　to　read　and　thus　make　China　more　accessib1e　to　the　genera1
pub1ic；second，the　authors，most　of　whom　are　not　China　specia1ists，are　o血en　we1l－
known　writers　whose　opinions　canryweight；and　third，as　a　practica1matter，a1most　a1l
of　the　books，even　those　written　twenty　or　so　years　ago，are　currently　in　print　in
paperback　editions　and　readi1y　available　in　major　American　and　British　bookshops．
As　a　result，it　is　my　contention　that　these　trave1accounts　have　and　sti11do　play　a伽rly
sign血cantroleinhe1pingto　createWestemimagesofChina．
　　　　When　I　use　the　word“recent”in　the　tit1e，I　am　refenイng，刺th　one　exception，t0
books　pub1ished　during　the　twen蚊一五ve　year　pehod丘omユ976to2001．1〕The　year
1976was　an　impo血mtyearfor　China：Zhou　Enlai　and　Mao　Zedong　both　died，and　the
　　　　1）　John　Kenneth　Galbraith’sλC〃舳P囮∫∫oμdescribes　his1972visit　to　China．　The　reasons　for
including　this　book　will　be　discussed　below．
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so－ca1led“Gang　of　Four”were　an＝ested，an　event　whichムore　or1ess　signaled　the　end
of　the　Cultural　Revolution．A氏er　that　it　was　possible　for　individua1trave1ers　from
foreign　countries　to　plan　and　make　trips　to　China．There　were　d血cu1ties，of　course；
at丘rst，the　Chinese　govemment　imposed　manyrestrictions　on　howthey　trave1ed　and
where　theywent．However，from1978on，when　DengXiaoping　gained　contro1ofthe
reins　of　power　and　decided　to　open　up　the　country　to　the　outside　wor1d　by　instituting
the　Four　Modemizations，it　became　easier　and　easier　for　foreigners　to　travel
throughoutChina．Itwasduringthe1980sthatmanyWestemerswereinanyableto
see　China　with　their　own　eyes；and，coincidenta11y，that　was　when　most　of　the　travel
accounts　I　ta1k　about　in　this　paper　were　written．In　the1990s　a1most　anyone　who
wanted　to　could　go　to　China　and　tour　the　count町．　Now，at　the　dawn　of　the21昌t
centu町，individua1travelers　can　visit　vi1仙any　eve収pa二けof　this　vast　land，something
thatwas　unthinkable　and　impossible　amere1wo　decades　ago．
　　　　The　accounts　I　dea1with　in　this　essay　can　conveniently　be　divided　into　five
categories：books　by　professional　travelwriters；books　bywe11一㎞o㎜men　ofle廿ers
（an　economist，a　poet，and　a　dramatist）；books　by　amateur　travel　writers；books　by　a
joumalist　and　a　scholar；and　books　by　teacher－trave1ers．Of　course，this　division　is
not　absolute；in　a　few　cases，there　is　some　overlap，and　not　all　the　books丘t　pehect1y
into　the　categories．But　for　purposes　ofana1ysis　and　comparison，I　think　this　genera1
stmcture　provides　a　handy　and　meaningful　wayto　organize　the　materia1．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Pro危ssi㎝a1Tmve1W㎡ters
　　　　Two　ofthemostpopularandpro1iictravelwdters　nowac廿ve　intheWest孤e　the
Englishman　Colin　Thubron　and　the　American　Pau1Theroux．Belween　them，they
have　visited　most　pa耐s　of　the　world　and　written　besトselling　accounts　of　their　trave1s三〕
Both　men　are　also　we11－published　nove1ists，a1though　the　case　can　perhaps　be　made
that　they　are　be廿er　known　for　their　travel　writings．　Vrhat　is　interesting　is　that　they
visited　China　about　the　same　time　and　both　stayed　for　extended　periods．3〕And　their
books　were　pub－ished　within　a　year　of　each　other．In　addition，before　dep航ing　for
China，both　men　took　the　trouble　to1eam　enough　spoken　Chinese　to　get　aromd　on
their　own　in　China．This　meant，ofcourse，that　they　had　more　freedom　ofmovement
since　they　did　not　have　to　rely　on　govemment－supplied　inte印reters．They　could
presumably　go　places，do　things，and　talk㎡th　people　that　other，1ess　we11－prepared
visitors　could　not．Because　of　this，readers　assume　that　they　wi1l1eam　more　about
the“real”China．
　　　　Co1in　Thubron’s　Bθ〃〃肋2Wb〃first　came　out　in1987．The　book　received
2）　Thubron　has　written　travel　books　about　the　Midd1e　E副st，Russia，CentralAsia，and　China，and
Theroux　has　pub1ished　accounts　of　his　travels　through　Asia，the　South　P副ciic，South　America，the
Mediterra皿ean，the　British　Is1es，md　China．
3）　It　seems　thatThubro皿was　i皿China　about　haH　a　year，while　Theroux　stayed　more　thm　one　year．
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severa1literary　prizes　and　many　veW　favorable　reviews．4〕It　is　the　story　of　the　long
trip　Thubron　took　in　China　a　few　ye町s　earlier．　During　the　trip　he　travels　alone　the
length　and　breadth　of　the　land，covering　thousands　of　mi1es　by　train，boat，airplane，
and　bus．　Not　only　does　he　visit　the　usua1tourist　spots，but　he　a1so　introduces　us　to
severa1places　that　regular　tourists　seldom　see：a　public　bath　in　BeOing，for　example．
He施1ks　with　as　many　ordin町y　people　as　poss三ble　in　orderto吋to　figure　outwhatthe
Chinese　are　thinking．Since　the　Cu1tural　Revolution　is　still　fresh　in　people’s　minds，it
is　one　topic　that　he　o丘en　asks　them　about．And，as　in　most　good　travel　witing，the
author　supp1ies　from　time　to　time　sho竹descriptions　offamous　historical　sites，events，
and　people．
　　　　Early　on　in　the　book，Thubron　te1ls　us　about　some　of　his　chi1dhood　images　of
China：it　was　a　distant，exotic，inhuman，mysterious，aesthetic　count町with　a　very
large　and　anonymous　population．5〕　He　fe1t　it　was　a　land　of　enomlous　contradictions．
Many　people　in　the　West，especia1ly　those　who　grew　up　in　the1950s　and1960s，
probab1y　share　similar　feelings　conceming　China．And　often　such　images　are
extreme1y　hard　to　dislodge．Here　is　how　Thubron　deschbes　it：“Peop1e’s　images　of
countries　are　rich　in　such　buried　sediment，which　goes　on　haunting　long　after
experience　or　common　sense　has　diluted　it。”6〕As　one　wou1d　expect，a　long　visit　to
China　camot　help　but　change　ones　images，sometimes　for　the　be廿er　aI1d　occasionally
for　the　worse．And　this　seems　to　have　been　the　case　withThubron．7〕
　　　　0ne　of　the　first　questions　the　author　tries　to　answer　is：Are　the　Chinese
knowableP　He　hears　this　answered　in　the　negative　by　experienced　Asia　hands，but
he　does　not　want　to　believe　it．　However，during　the　irst　days　of　his　stay　in　BeOing，
he　starts　having　doubts　when　he　finds　himself　unable　to　meet　people，carry　on
conversations，or　penetrate　into　society．Everyone　seems　inaccessib1e．His　year　of
Chinese　language　training　does　not　help　much，for　o且en　he　camot　understand　much
of　what　is　being　said．He　concludes　that　the　people　are“more　opaque，more
inhibited，more　disciplined’’than　they　are　in　Europe．呂〕0ne　wonders　if　he　is　real1y
being　fair，for　he　has　only　been　in　China　a　few　days　and　still　lacks　a　good　command　of
the1ocal1anguage．This　proves　that　anyone，no　matter　how　well－intentioned　and
open－minded　they　are，can　experience　disappointment　and　even　resentment　when
attempting　to　immerse　themselves　into　another　culture，especially　one　as　radically
d血erent　as　China　is．
4）　For　example，in　her　review，J㎝Morris，who　is　also　highly　praised　for　her　travel　accomts，ranked
Thubron副s　one　of　the　lwo　or　threeもest1iving　writers　of　the　genre．Her　comment　appears　on　the　back
cover　of　the　Penguin　Books　edition　of肋〃〃肋2肋〃。In　a　recent　newsp副per　inteπiew　about　trave1，
Morris　now　saysthatThubr㎝is“the　best1ivingtraveIwhter。’’（σSH　To伽ツ，Feb－16．2001，p－5D）
5〕　Thubron，。B2尻｛〃d肋2吻〃，p．2．
6）　Thubron，。Bε此づ閉”肋ε肌〃，P．2．
7）　As　we　wi11see，the　same　thing　can　be　said　of　all　the　writers　discussed　in　this　paper．
8）　Thubron，」B2此づ加4肋2肋〃，p．7、
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　　　　The　author　soon　discovers　that　it　is　not　easy　being　a　foreigner　in　China．　First，
thereisthecontimousstah㎎．Whereverhegoes，acrowdfomsaromdhimand
stares　forwhat　seems　Iike　an　etemity．The　reason　is　simp1e：the　people　are　curious．
Most　of　them　are　seeing　a　foreigner　up　c1ose　for　the　first　Hme　in　their1ives．And
while　Thubron　can　understand　why　they　wou1d　want　to　stare　at　him，the　staring
begins　to　wear　on　him　before　long．‘Their　stare　lingered　down　from　my　face　and
over　my　clothes，my　shoes，my　mcksack＿not　with　the　acquisitive　glitter　ofthe　Arab
butwith　a　du11，hope1ess　discomection，as　theymight　stare　atfsh．”9）
　　　　Since　he　is　in　China　to　meet　Chinese，he　becomes　annoyed　when　hote1clerks　or
ticket　seners　or　restaurant　managers　try　to　separate　him（usua11y　into　more
comfortable　and　expensive　quarters）and　thus　prevent　him　from　associating　with
Chinese　travelers．For　him　it　amounts　to　a　kind　of　apa竹heid．“It　is，”the　author
believes，“as並the　hated　distincti㎝s　laid　do㎜by　co1onizi㎎Westemers　in　the　last
centu町were　being　reimposed＿through　some　masochistic　ref1ex＿by　the　Chinese　on
themse1ves。舳　He　sees　this　springing　from“an　o1d　superiori蚊complex　mixed　with
its　opposite，a　deep－laid　Chinese　instinct　for　guarding　the量r　cu1tura1uniqueness，
mingled帆h　phde　ofhospitali蚊and　timelessfear　ofhdicu1e，a㎞ow1edge　that　the
West＿by　some皿eeting　chance＿has　materially　su叩assed　them．”1l〕In　otherwords，
the　Chinese　are　acting　xenophobic，a　point　he　makes　severa1other　p1aces　in　the　book．
　　　　By　the　time　Thubron　gets　to　China，it　is　ob切ous　that　the　country　is　mdergoing
momentous　changes＿and　not　always　for　the　better．There　is，he　quick1y　notices，
liωeornointerestinrevo1utionorrefo㎜1ngthings，p㎞cu1ar1yamongyou㎎people．
They　are　mainly　concemed　with　ge肚ing　rich　or　getting　to　America，and　they　at　times
even　openIycritic1ze　thegovemmentand　its　leaders．The　authoris　astonished　when
he．meets　a　young　girI　on　the　train　who　proc1効ms　in　a　loud　voice，“I　don’t　believe　in
communism．舳　In　Suzhou　he　talks　with　a　yomg　man　who　gives　his　frank　opinion
about　Mao　Zedong　and　recent　Chinese　history：‘’．．．I　hate　him［Mao1．Many　people
hatehim．Inprivate　peop1e　criticize　him　allthetime＿we　callhimThe　Old　Man＿and
eveWbody　admits　that　the　Cultura1Revolution　was　his　fault．”1引　There　is　no　way　t0
know　for　sure迂the　limited　number　of　peop1e　Thubron　encounters　during　his　travels
actually　represents　the　majority　opinion　of　the　Chinese　population．At　times，
however，we　dogetthatimpressionfromthetext．We　shou1drememberthatmost，並
not　al1，of　the　author’s　Chinese　acquain伎mces　are　peop1e　with　complaints，people　who
are　not血aid　to　speak　their　mind　to　aforeigner．
　　　That　Chinahas　entered　a“NewAge”followingthe　death　ofMao　and　others　ofhis
　　9）　Thubron，Bε此づ閉∂励2肋〃，p，115．
10）　Thu1〕ro皿，B3κづ閉d肋‘肋〃，P．9，
11）　Thubron，」B2此4〃∂肋2肋〃，p．g．
12）　Thubron，。B2尻づ地”肋昭㎜o〃，p．86．
13）Thub・on，肋〃舳加肋〃，P．132．
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generation　is　c1ear　to　every　visitor，even　in　the　mid－1980s．Without　a　doubt，people
have　more　freedom　than　before　to　think　for　themselves．But　now，according　to
Thubron，the　weak　and　poor　are　more　neglected；there　are　more　vagrants；the　mra1
birthrate　has　increased；there　is　a　large　labor　surplus；and　for　some　nothing　has
changed　or　gotten　better．14〕His　puritan　concept　of　communism　is　sullied　by　the
blatant　materia1ism　of　the　people，which　is　clearly　visible　wherever　he　goes．What
this　means　is　that，for　him，the　country　and　the　people　seem　to　have　lost　their
rOmantiC　aura．
　　　　In　crisscrossing　the　country，it　is　inevitable　that　he　v汕1on　occasion　have　to　deal
with　govemment　and　party　o血cia1s，none　ofwhom　impress　him　with　their　intelligence
or耐endliness．The　members　ofthe　bureaucracy　are　nothing　more　than　modern－day
mandarins　who　are　vain　and　stubbom　and　routine1y　ignore　the　common　people．15〕
One　man　he　meets　in　a　Be聰ing　bathhouse　te1ls　him：“．．．our　o血cials　are　mde．They’re
arrogant　and　lazy．Shop　supenイsors，ticket－sel1ers，o血ce　cadres，all　ofthem．．．．”16〕
　　　　Thubron　hears　frequentcomplaints　about　the　Communist　P餉y　and　its　members：
the　Party　has　degenerated；cadres　abuse　their　rights，keep　mistresses，and　engage　in
smuggling；and　party　o血cials　take　advantage　of　their　position　to　make　themselves
rich．But　it　is　in　Xining　in　the　westem　province　of　Qinghai　that　one　ofhis　friends，a
man　named　Tong，makes　the　bitterest　denunciation　of　the　system：“．．．there’s　a
network　of　corrupt　o冊cials　right　to　the　top．　The　posh　Party　chi1dren　get　al1the
pri切1eges．The　Party　blabs　that　the　West　is　compt　and　Capitalist，then　they　send
their　children　to　study　there．．．．It’s　hopeless．　There’s　nothing　we　can　do．　I　think　the
whole　system　is　useless．1？〕Ableak　assessment，indeed．
　　　　Like　many　travelers　to　China，Thubron　makes　the　mandatory　trip　to　a　school　to
see　irsthand　how　education　is　conducted．　In　fact，he　visits　two　schoo1s＿one　a
kindergaれen　in　Beijing　and　the　other　a　high　schoo1in　Nanjing．　Both　places　he五nds
disappointing．The　young　children　in　the　kindergarten　are　complete1y　lacking　in
spontanei蚊；everything　seems　orchestrated．A吐er　viewing　severa1of　their　c1ass
activities，he1eaves㎡th　the　feeling　that　this　kind　ofbeha㎡or　is“impressive，vivid，and
somehow　terrible．”1呂〕What　he　notices　at　the　high　schoo1is　the“mind－crushing
discipline，the　Confucian　respect　for　rote－leaming　and　inherited　wisdom．”　Again
there　is　lots　offom的and　confomity．19〕Butthis　should　notsurphse　him，since
people　mustco㎡ominChina．1tisnotaco㎜trywhere　itispossibleto　cha1lenge
authority　orwhere　it　is　common　to　ask　the　question　why．
14）　Thubron，」B8此伽6肋3肋〃，pp．164－165．
15）　Thubron，B3此伽”肋2肋〃，p．112．
16）　Thubron，B8尻伽6肋3肋〃，p．19．
17）　Thubron，B色肋づ閉”肋2肋〃，pp，293－294，
18）　Thubron，B2尻伽”肋2㎜〃，pp．21－23．
19）　Thubron，B3庇ゴ〃4肋2肋〃，p，g4．
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　　　　Chinese　vio1ence　and　cmelty　is　one　topic　the　author　touches　on　a　number　of
times，usua1ly　in　relation　to　things　that　happened　during　Mao’s　reign．It　is　now　we11
㎞o㎜thatmi1lions　s雌eredand　diedinthe　Cu1tura1Revolud㎝．1n姉㎎toi馴re
out　why　no　one　was　able　to　stop　the　tenイble　deeds　pe11⊇etrated　during　those　ten　years
ofco1lective　madness，Thubron　claims　to　see　ahistorical　pattem　atwork＿“arecurring
cycle　ofconstraintbroken　by　sudden　mgovemable　savageη．”20〕Thatmightbe　tme，
but　it　is　hard　to　be　sure　without　more　evidence　than　he　o価ers．He　a1so　blames　the
hierarchical　structure　of　the　family　for　much　of　the　cme1蚊in　China．　In　Chinese
f㎜ilies　w餉e－bea廿㎎is　preva1ent　and　equali蚊m㎞o㎜．21〕Later，while　ridi㎎a　bus
in　the　mountains，he　looks　out　the　window　and　sees　a　dead　baby，which　had
apparently　been　mn　over　at　the　crossroads．No　one　on　the　bus　seems　concemed，
and　the　bus　continues　dowI1the　road．　AngIy　at　this　cruel　and　heart1ess　attitude，
Thubron　asks　how　they　can　just　leave　the　baby　there．　He　does　not　get　any　kind　of
answer，and　soon　a11the　other　passengers　are　gazing　toward　the　front　of　the　bus．22〕
His　final　bmsh　with　Chinese　cme1蚊takes　place　in　Canton．　W，en　he　takes　a　walk
through　the　food　market　there，he　fee1s　squeamish，for　parts　of　the　area1ook　more
1ike　a　row　of　pet　stores　than　butcher　shops．What　particu1ar1y　upsets　him　is　the
pitiful　condition　of　the　animals＿dogs，cats，monkeys，ow1s，and　every　other　living
thingimaginable．鴉〕
　　　　A　discussion　of　the　Chinese　market　natura1ly　leads　to　a　discussion　of　Chinese
food．It　seems　that　eveワforeign　visitor　has　to　comment　on　the　exotic　things　that
Chinese　eat，especiallyinthe　south．州thoughthei“o㎜ationisfar廿om　new，we
1earn　that　there　are　restaurants　in　Canton　that　cook　and　sen1e　cats，dogs，snakes，
turtles，and　numerous　other　delicacies．In　one　of　the　book’s　fumiest　sections，the
author　bravely　enters　one　such　restaurant，and　then　tries　his　best　to　avoid　eating
anything　disgusting　or　pet－like，which　is　not　at　all　easy　once　he　clearly　unders協nds
what　the　house　specia1ties　are．They　include　such　dishes　as“Grainy　Dog　Meat　with
Chi1li　and　Sca1lion　in　Soya　Sauce，”“Shredded　Cat　Thick　Soup，”and“Braised　Python
with　Mushrooms．”24〕However，he　does　attempt　to　be　fair　to　the　Chinese　by
exp1aining　their　eating　habits　in　this　way：“In　Cantonese　cooking，nothing　edib1e　is
sacred．It　re刮ects　an　o1d　Chinese　mercilessness　towards　their　surroundings．Eve町
part　of　every　anima1．．．量s　consumed．．．．It　is　the　cuisine　of　the　very　poor，driven　to
tortuous　invention．”25〕　What　cannot　escape　his　notice　is　the　Chinese　passion　for　food．
1tisanation釦obsessionthatpemeatesmanyculturalandpo1ihcalmetaphors．
20）　Thubron，1；3〃j〃ゴ肋8肋〃，P．27．
21）　Thubron，B3〃づ閉”肋2肋〃，p．99．
22）　Thubron，1北〃｛〃∂肋2肋〃，pp．260－261．
23）　Thub1－on，B2血｛伽4肋2㎜〃，pp．190－191，
24）　Thubron，B3此｛〃d肋8肋〃，pp．184－185．
25）　Thubron，8ε此づ閉∂肋2肋〃、p1184．
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　　　　Even　though　B2〃〃”肋θ肋〃is　not　a　traditional　guidebook，the　author　does　his
share　of　sightseeing，taking　in　mξmy　of　the　most　famous　sights　around　the　country．
But　he　is　quite　sparing　in　his　praise；there　are　only　a　few　p1aces　that　he　class血es　as
beaut血n．　0ne　is　the　area　along　the　Li　River　in　Guangxi　Province，where　he　wmders
alone　for　several　days．The　scenery　reminds　him　of　a　Ming　Period　landscape
p射nting．He　is　a1so　impressed（as　was　Marco　Polo）by　the　beauty　aI1d　meaning　of
the　man－made　gardens　in　Suzhou．When　he　walks　through　the　intricate　dooIways
and　cour1lyards，it　is　easy　for　him　to　picture　the　classica1蛆andeur　ofthe　garden　and　it
surroundings　as　they　must　have　appeared　several　hundred　years　ago．This，he
admits，is　the　China　of　his　dreams．And　the　fact　that　it丘na1ly　materializes　pleases
him　agreat　dea1．2刷
　　　　But　for　every　favorable　impression，there　are　at　least　four　or　five　that　are
extreme1y　unfavorable．While　exp1ori㎎the　traditional　Suzhou　gardens，he　is
brought　back　to　reality　by　the　end1ess　waves　of　sightseers，which　quickly　min　the
magic　of　the　moment　for　him．A1l　the　best　vantage－points　are　occupied　by
photographers　and　shops　and　res垣urants．And　he　has1itt1e　good　to　say　about　most
Chinese　cities．For　example，we　are　to1d　that　a　walk　through　the　streets　of　Chengdu
is　like“roaming　the　mcensored　comer　ofTudor　England，with　its趾h　sti1l　in　place．”27〕
Chongqing　comes　in　for　even　harsher　criticism，It　seems　to　have　no　redeeming
features；there　is　nothing　but　ugliness　and　po1lution．　The　author　takes　a　bus　trip
through　p航s　of　the　c五ty，where　he　see　mmy　mi1es　of“belching　suburbs：steel－mills，
co11ieries，chemical　and　machine　factories”and　a　mndown　Manha伽n　on　every　c雌一
top．2副
　　　　Anyone　who　trave1s　as1ong　and　as　far　and　as　economically　as　Thubron　does　in
China　is　bound　to　reach　a　point　of　exasperation，when　every　little　inconvenience
becomes　a　major　amoyance．By　the　middle　of　his　joumey，he　confesses　to　being
in｛tated　by　the　food，the　crowds，the　spitting，the　staring，the　hotels，the　toilets，and
the　drabness，along㎞th　a　host　of　other　things．2釧　A　constant　target　ofhis　comp1aints
is　the　se㎡ce　indust町（or1ack　of）in　China．He　seems　to　go　from　one　bad　hote1to
another，where　the　lobbies　are　shabby，the　rooms　mthy，and　the　water　disgusting．
And，to　make　matters　worse，it　is　not　always　easy　even　to　get　a　room．Most　of　the
time，the　hotel　clerks　are1azy　and　unfriendly．Their　private　conversations　and
personal　business　a1ways　take　precedence　over　the　needs　of　the　guest　or　customer．
He　can　only　exp1ain　this　by　saying　that　jobs　in　the　service　indust収are1ooked　down
upon　in　China．30〕Here　ishow　the　author　describes　the　problem：
26）　Thubron，」B2肋づ閉”肋2肋〃，pp．131－132．
27）　Thubron，B2此づ〃4肋8肋〃，p．235．
28）　Thubron，」B2免づ〃”肋2肋〃，p．240．
29）　Thubron，」B2此づ〃”肋2肋〃，p，226．
30）　The　author　also　makes　the　point　th盆t　the　average　Chinese　person　is　treated　even　worse　thm
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　　　　　　　　　　　Sometimes　in　o冊ces　and　shops　the　foreigner　is　treated　with
　　　　　　　　　　　exaggerated　po1iteness　and　aplomb．　But　more　often　he　is
　　　　　　　　　　　confronted　by　a　Great　Wall　of　lethargy，he1p1essness，and
　　　　　　　　　　　dissimu1ation．In　the1arger　hotels　the　desk－clerks　yawn　in　a
　　　　　　　　　　　coma　of　earphones　and　cigarette　smoke；and　above　the
　　　　　　　　　　　charming　photographs　on　the　identi蚊badges　of　waitresses，the
　　　　　　　　　　　real　faces　are　a　rockeW　of　sulks　and　scowls．Their　lid1ess　eyes
　　　　　　　　　　　have　been　invented　for　avoiding　yours．　Requests　for　seIvice
　　　　　　　　　　　become　gui1蚊intrusions　into　the　intimacies　of　shop　assistants
　　　　　　　　　　　as　they　chatter　together　or　s1umber　over　nove1s．Private1ife　has
　　　　　　　　　　　eaten　into　business1ife，reversi㎎the　unhappy　Westem　trend．
　　　　　　　　　　　Amidst　these　inactivities　the　customer　is　an　irrelevance，who
　　　　　　　　　　　must　a杭ract砒ention　notby　discreetcoughs　or㎜㎜urs，but
　　　　　　　　　　　by　yelling．．．．Ever　since　Confucius’s　day，the　seIvice　industries
　　　　　　　　　　　had　been　stigmatized　as　menia1，mcreative．訓j
　　　　The　condition　of　the　trains　and　buses　upsets　him　on　count1ess　occasions．They
are　dir蚊and　uncomfortab1e；the　air　is　med　with　cigarette　smoke　and　the　f1oor　is
covered　w此h　spit．　The　trains　sen1e　inedib1e　food　and　the　bus　dri▽ers　endanger　al1the
passengers　with　their　daredevil　driving．　Then　there　is　the　inevitab1e　free－for－a11
getting　on　and　off　the　trains　and　the　buses．　Once　on，the　overcrowding　is　usual1y
almost　unbearab1e，particu1arly　on　the　long　trips．And　the　author　is　never　ab1e　to　get
used　to　these　brutal　routines．Part　of　his　prob1em　is　that　he　a1ways　insists　on
traveling三n　the　lowest　c1ass，which　is　the　cheapest　of　course　but　a1so　the　most
exhausting．
　　　　Throughout　his　stay　in　China，Thubron　tries　to　meet　people　and　leam　about　the
China　that　is　not　so　easy　to　leam　about　from　books，in　other　words，the　China　that　is
“behind　the　wa11．”　This　he　does　to　the　best　of　his　ability，in　spite　of　enormous
language　d価cu1ties　and　physical　inconveniences．　He　tries　to　be　as　fair　as　possible，
a1ways　se班ching　for　the　Chinese　explanation　for　those　things　he　cannot　understand．
But　at　the　same　time　he丘nds　it　d1冊cult　to　reconci1e　his　va1ue　system　and　standards
with　those　ofthe　Chinese．His　criticisms　and　comp1aints　are　in　general　the　common
onesvoicedby　mostWestemers　traveling　in　China．The　images　ofChina　contained
in　his　book　are　a　mixed　bag：some　sympathetic　and　others　much　less　so，some
supe㎡cia1and　others　fairly　profound，some　f1attering　and　others　a1most　entirely
negative．　In　this　regard，Thubron　can　easily　be　distinguished　from　our　next　author，
Pau1Theroux，who　is　much　more　relent1ess　in　his　cHticism　and　sarcasm．
　　　　Paul　Theroux　is　arguably　the　most　popular　living　travel　writer　in　the　Eng1ish－
spea㎞ngworld．His　books　are　brimming㎞th　trenchaエitremarks．No　matterwhere
foreigners．
31）　Thubron，Bθ〃〃肋‘㎜o〃，pp．111－112．I…nsert　this1engthy　quote　here　because，as　we　sha1l　see，
most　foreigners　who　travel　to　China　voice　the　same　complがnts．
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he　goes，he　never　pulls　any　punches　in　his　descriptions．　Nothing　is　sacred　or　above
reproach．　If　anything，he　is　honest　to　a　fault．Although　at　times　Theroux’
comments　might　seem　over1y　critical　and　ill－tempered，readers　se1dom　get　bored，for
his　writing　is　always　interesting　and　ski1血11and　o血en　ve収humorous．A皿d　this　is
especially　tme　in　R〃伽g肋2〃o〃Roo∫κグ，the　account　of　his　trip　through　China，32〕
Over　the　course　of　about　a　year　in　the　mid－1980s，he　travels　from　one　end　of　the
count町to　the　other　almost　entirely　by　train．He　goes　more　or1ess　wherever　he
pleases，cha杭ing　with　people　in　his　mdimentary　Chinese　and　trying　to　igure　out　what
makes　China　and　the　Chinese　tick．
　　　　Theroux　is　not　your　ordinaσtraveler．　He　wants　to　do　what　other　travelers　have
not　done．　If　he　is　told　he　cannot　visit　a　certain　area，he　will　ignore　the　rules　and　do
everything　in　his　power　to　visit　there．He　avoids　most　of　the　famous　sightseeing
places，and　instead　spends　time　in　musual　and1ess　popular　regions　of　China．For
him，sightseeing　is　unrewarding　and　tedious；it　invo1ves　too　much　ritua1and　bestows
too　few　spiritual　beneits．捌　Since　he　loves　trains，he歯kes　advantage　of　China’s　vast
rail　ne1work　and　rides　as　many　d岨erent　ones　as　possible＿o血en　in　condihons　that　are
far　from　comfo竹able．One　has　to　give　him　credit　for　spending　so　much　time　and
energyinge耐i㎎to㎞owthecountry．
　　　　Theroux　decides　to　immerse　himselfin　China　in　order　to　see　how　much　the　new
posトMao　China　has　changed　and　to　discover　how　accurate　the　American　images　of
China　are．He　realizes　that　China　exists　distinctly　in　each　person’s　mind　and　that　it　is
di血cult　to　shake　loose　the　fantasy　and　see　the　real　thing．34j　Tourists　in　previous
years　came　back　from　China　with　a　set　of　basic　images：acupuncture　was　glo㎡丘ed　for
its　amazing　e∬ects；there　were　no　f1ies；there　was　no　tipping；lost　items，even　razor
blades，were　retumed；the　Chinese　worked　like　dogs；the　Chinese　ate　cats；and　Mao
was　praised　for　all　the　momentous　things　he　had　done　for　China．罧5〕While　this　list
might　seem　like　a　bad　caricature　of　things　Chinese，so　many　of　our　images　are　just
that：caricatures．
　　　　㎞t’s　begin　with　the　peop1e．　How　does　Theroux　characterize　the　ChineseP　He
says　he　does　not　accept“Chinese　inscrutabili蚊”；on　the　contrary，he　thinks　they　are
“knowable，”1量ke　many　other　people　in　the　world．36〕In　fact，he　goes　as　far　as　to　say
that　they　are　easy　to　undersセmd．　0ne　only　has　to1isten　carefully　since　the　Chinese
are　ve収honest　and　ta1k　about　anything．He　finds　them　friend1y，hospitable，candid，
unsuspicious，eager　to　chat，Proud　of　their　family，curious　about　foreigners’reactions
32）　The　book　was自rst　published　in1988，and　has　been　in　print　ever　since・
33）　Theroux，1～｛”｛抑g肋2∫”o〃1～oos勿7，P．65．
34）Theroux，R倣惚伽∫舳肋o∫〃，P．160．
35〕　Theroux，R｛”｛挽ぽf此2∫70〃1～oo∫勿7，P．2．
36）　　Theroux，R｛4｛閉g‘此21“o閉Roo∫κ7，P．482．
to　China，and　fair1y　open．ヨ7）Rarely　do　they　badmouth　foreigners　or　foreign　comtries，
especially　in　the　presence　of　a　person　who　is　a　foreigner，for　that　is　considered　bad
manners．ヨ昌〕And，as　is　wel1known，mamers　are　extreme1y　impo血ant　in　Chinese
socie蚊．In　genera1，the　Chinese　strike　him　as　ph1egmatic　and　stoic．A吐er　meeting
many　d岨erent　kinds　of　people　during　his　trip，he　comes　to　the　conc1usion　that
stoicism　is　the　major　characteristic　ofthe　people．冨9〕
　　　　At五rst　he　has　trouble　reading　the　Chinese　face，for　it　is　not　a1ways　what　it　seems．
In㎜an　Station，when　he　looks　at　the　face　of　the　man　assigned　to　accompany　him
around　China，he　is　puzz1ed；he　does　not　know　what　the　expression　means．This　is
how　Theroux　describes　the　encounter：“He　looked　up　and　smiled　at　me，which
depressed　me　even　more，because　I　suspected　that　he　was　sad．Then　I　decided　that
he　was　not　sad　at　all．He　was　like　so　many　Chinese＿reseπed　and　fatalistic　and
stee1ing　themse1ves　against　disappointment．”帥〕Then　there　is　the　Chinese　smile，
whichis　o血enjudgedbyWestemersto　be　enigmatic．仙　A1otofforeigners　makethe
m｛stake　of　confusing　it　for　affection．The　smile　is　different　from　the　smile
Westemers　are　used　to．It　is　o盆en　merely　akind　ofgrimace，concealing　frustrah㎝
or　curiosi蚊or　embarrassment．And　the　Chinese　laugh　is　just　as　perplexing，but
1〕efore1ong　Theroux　is　able　to　distinguish　the　various　Chinese1aughs．　By　his
reckoning，there　are　about　twen蚊1aughs，none　of　which　has　anything　to　do　with
humor．42〕0ne　more　thing　that　ba二田es　foreigners　is　the　age　of　a　Chinese　person．
Mostwou1d　agree　that　itis　hard　to　te1l　how　o1d　anyone　is．Theroux　exp1ains　itnice1y：
‘The　Chinese　look　young　until　their　mid　twenties　and　then　they　begin　to　look　very
haggardandbeaten．Acertainserenityretumstotheirfeatureswhentheyarein
their　sixt貴es，and　they　go　on　growing　more　graceful　and　dign血ed　and　become　not　old
but　age1ess．”43〕Here　we　have　the　image　ofthe　age1ess　Chinese．
　　　　Theroux　has　lots　to　say　about　the　peop1e，some　ofit　unfavorab1e：the　Chinese　lead
fmga11ives；they　make　a　v三伽e　of　not　complaining；they　are　content　just　to　mudd1e
through；and　they1ive　the　dul1est　lives　and　pe廿orm　the　most　boring　jobs　one　can
imagine．He　is　constant1y　comp1aining　about　their　personal　habits．For　examp1e，
they　ta－k　too　loud　and　play　their　radios　and　TVs　at　unbearable　vo1umes．He　wonders
肚this　is　the　resu1t　of　a　na廿onal　deafness　or　just　a　bad　habit．　The　author　does　not　give
them　high　marks　for　their　cleanliness　either，paれicu1arly　on　public　transport＿trains，
boats，and　buses．　He　writes：“They　were　ve町tidy　in　the　way　they　dressed　and
37）　Theroux，R〃伽g肋召∫”o閉Roo並〃，pp．115and300．
38）　Theroux，Rづ”伽g肋31プo加1～oo∫f‘7，PP．300－301．
39）　Theroux，灰〃伽g肋θ∫〃仰Roo∫f〃，p．346．
40）　Theroux，R6∂4閉g肋21”o閉Roo∫κ7，P．226．
41〕The　problem　ofthe“enigmatic　smile”isnot1imited　to　the　Chinese．Westemers　fee1thatAsi㎜s　in
ge皿er刎have　a　smile　that　is　almost　impossible　to　decipher．
42〕　Theroux，R〃伽g肋召∫”o〃Roo∫蛇r，p，169．
43〕　Theroux，R〃伽g肋‘∫折o〃Roo∫姥r，p．63．
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packed　their　bags，but　they　were　energetic1itterers　and　they　were　hellish　in　toi1ets．
Itwas　strange　seeing　a　neatly　dressed　mob1eaving　a　railway　car　theyhad　befou1ed．”ω
　　　　He　a1so　criticizes　them　for　not　thinking　logica1ly．He　comes　to　this　grand
conc1usion　a血er　discussing　the　issue　of　the　death　pena1蚊in　China　with　a　communist
functiona町．45〕However，his　genera1ization，which　is　one　that　has　been　made　by
countless　other　foreigners，is　not　backed　up　with　much　supporting　evidence．The
Chinese，he　asseれs，are　fascinated　w｛th　the　freakish　and　the　pathetic．”46〕　Things　that
are　big，weird，or　unusual　attract　their　attention．　That　is　why　the　people　around
Lanzhou　Station　get　so　excited　when　they　see　a　dwarf　wa1king　by．They　go　into　a
frenzy，laughing，shouting，and　pointing　at　the　conspicuous　dw…㎡．
　　　　And　their　fascination　for　the　unusua1extends　to　foreigners．　Since　the　author
1ooks　d岨erent㎞th　his　big　nose　and　large　feet，the　Chinese　seem　to1〕e　interested　in
everything　he　does，from　opening　his　wallet　to　sorting　his　di岬c1othes．For　people
who　have　never　seen　a　person　from　another　country　before，such　persistent　but
imocent　curiosi蚊is　a11but　unavoidable．While　foreigners　are　mere1y　stared　at　by
the　average　Chinese，they　are　used　and　then　discarded　by　Chinese　officials．
According　to　Theroux：“A　foreign　expert　is　a　barbarian　with　a　skill　to　impart，but
shou1d　never　make　the　mistake　of　be1ieving　that　he　is　being　invited　to　stay　for　an
inde丘nite　length　of　time．They　are　in　China　to　be　used，…md　when　they　are　no1onger
usefu1，to　be　sent　home．”47〕
　　　　At　times　he　resents　the　way　he　is　treated．There　is　an　obvious　doub1e　standard
in　pricing，which　irritates　him　a　great　deal．Foreigners　are　forced　to　pay　higher
prices　than　the　Chinese－o並en　three　to　four　times　as　much．It　seems　to　him　that　the
Chinese　are　confident　they　can　always　fooi　foreigners，whom　they　consider　mere
yoke1sfrom　barbarian1ands　outside　the　Midd1e　Kingdom．
　　　　In　spite　of　the　fact　that　some　Chinese　ideas　are　still　stuck　in　the　past，Theroux
admits　that　the　count町has　undergone　tremendous　change　since　the　death　of　Mao
Zedong．The“New　China”is　more　cheerfu1and　hopeful．Some　of　the　changes　in
c1othes　and　s蚊1es　are　supe㍑cia1；others，however，are　more　subs施ntial．It　is　easier
now　for　ordinary　citizens　to　trave1．A1so，people　can　talk　a　little　more　openly　about
politics，money，and　the　future．But　the　opemess　does　not　necessarily　apply　t0
discussions　of　recent　history，where　silence　and　shadows　still　prevail．　In　the　author’s
opinion，the　Chinese　approach　to　serious　problems　is　to　draw　aveil　over　them．4呂〕
　　　　There　is　one　political　issue，however，that　Theroux　is　ab1e　to　get　many　of　his
44）　Therous，Rid加g肪e1mηRoo∫妃r，P．218．
45）　Theroux，〃〃閉g肋8〃o〃肋o∫’〃，pp．122－123．Theroux，who　opposes　the　de副th　pena1ty，would
probably丘ndanyo皿e，Westemersincluded，guil1yofillogicaユthinki㎎iftheysupportedit．
46）Theroux，R洲微伽〃o〃oo∫肋，PP．212－213．
47）　1］1eroux，灰｛44惚肋2∫”o閉Roo∫蛇ガ，P．322．
48）　Theroux，R〃伽g肋2〃o閉Roo∫加7，p．138．
Chinese　acquaintances　to　ta1k　about，and　that　is　the　Cu1tura1Revolution．　He　is　to1d　of
the　horrors　of　the　ten－year　nationa1hysteria：inte11ectuals　were　forced　to　shovel
chicken　droppings，Muslims　were　ordered　to　keep　pigs，historians　were　paraded
around　in　dunce　hats，peop1e　were　beaten　to　death　because　they　were　teachers，and　so
on．4釧　The　Cultural　Revolution　produced　the　phenomenon　ofthe“Lost　Generation，”＿
that　is　to　say，the　entire　generation　ofyoung　peop1e　who　grew　to　adulthood　during　that
period．They　invariaも1y　have　bad　manners，are　without　hope，and　are　consumed　with
greed．50〕　The　effects　of　the　Cultura1Revo1ution　can　be　seen　everywhere．　The
Chinese，particu1arly　young　Chinese，seem　more1iberated　and　willing　to　ta1k　about
democracy　and　free　speech，but　they　will　never　trust　the　politicians　again．51〕In　spite
of　its　idea1istic　goa1s，the　Cultural　Revolution　resu1ted　in　a　socie1y　that　is　stupider，
slower，more　brutish，more　backward，and　more　insecure　that　itwas　before．52〕
　　　　In　R〃伽g伽〃o〃亙oo∫炊Theroux　generany　avoids　the　major　tourist　sites．He
dislikes　huge　crowds．But　China　is　ovem』n　with　peop1e，which　means　any　historical
site　or　cu1tura1ar砒actis　usually　crowded　beyond　belief．It　seems　the　Chinese　idea　of
tourism　is　to　go　to　the　same　p1ace　as　mmions　of　other　people．The　problem　is　not
on1y　that　the　sites　are　fu1l　of　tourists，but　a1so　that　the　transportation　facilities　are
gross1y　overcrowded　as　a　result．　A此hough　travel　is　safe　and　cheap，it　is　painfu1ly
d岨icult，thanks　to　the　relent1ess　press　ofhumanity．The　author　hates　sightseeingfor
another　reason：“I　felt　the　Chinese　hid　behind　their　rebuilt　mins，so　that　no　one　could
look　close1y　at　their　lives．”5宮〕In　other　words，famous　sights　provide　a㎞nd　of　shield
that　hides　the“real”China　from　the　outside　world．There　is　some　tmth　to　this　idea，
but　it　happens　in　most　countries　to　a　certain　extent，simply　because　the　goal　of
tourism　is　to　show　others　the　good　side　of　a　count町and　to　hide　the　bad　side．
Towards　the　end　of　the　book，Theroux’fatigue　begins　to　show：‘Trave1in　China，I
suspect，wou1d　give　me　a1asting　desire　for　solitude．”副
　　　　Theroux　makes　his　most　pungent　and　biting　remarks　when　talking　about　the
trains．Trave1ing　almost　entirely　by　rail，he　has　ample　oppo血mity　dudng　his　visit　to
experience　the　shortcomings　ofChinese　trains．And　the　more　he　rides　the　trains，the
more　he　complains　aboutthem．Here　is　one　ofhis　milder　descriptions，forhe　does　at
1east　list　a　few　good　points，too：
　　　　　　　　　　　Chinese　trains　cou1d　be　bad．In1welve　months　of　trave1ing－
　　　　　　　　　　　almost　forly　trams　I　never　saw　one　wlth　a　t011et　that　wasn’t
　　　　　　　　　　　piggy．　The　loudspeakers　p1onked　and　nagged　for　eighteen
49）　Theroux，R棚惚肋2〃o〃Roo∫f〃，pp．144－145．There　is，of　course，a　vast1iterature　now　on　the
Cultural　Revo1ution，but　thatwas　notyet　the　case　in　the　mid－1980s．
50）Theroux，R倣刎加肋〃oo∫妙，P，174．
51〕　Theroux，R〃伽g肋2〃o閉Roo∫f〃，pp．92－93．
52）　Theroux，R〃初g肋8〃o棚Roo∫サ〃，p．136．
53）Ther・ux，R脇g肋〃舳Roo∫伽，P，219，
54〕　Theroux，R〃伽g肋2〃o閉Roo∫f〃，p．365．
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　　　　　　　　　　　hours　a　day　a　hangover　from　the　days　of　Ma01st　mottoes
　　　　　　　　　　　The　conductors　could　be　tyrants，and　the　feeding丘enzy　in　the
　　　　　　　　　　　dining－car　was　often　not　worth　the　trouble．　But　there　were
　　　　　　　　　　　compensations－the　kind1y　conductors，the　occasional　good
　　　　　　　　　　　meal，the　comfo血ble　berth，the　luck　of　the　draw；and，when　al1
　　　　　　　　　　　e1sefailed，therewasalwaysachubbythe㎜osofhotwaterfor
　　　　　　　　　　　making　tea．55i
　　　　What　bothers　Theroux　the　most　about　the　trains　is　their　genera1趾hiness，0n
mmerous　occasions，he　grumbles　about　the　amount　ofgarbage　that　is　thrown　on　the
floors　and　which　soon　begins　to　smell．Part　of　the　problem　is　that　passengers　are
always　eating，which　resu1ts　in　more　garbage．He　wonders甘this　accumulation　of
garbage　is　for　some　a　perverse　symbo1of　prosperity．Even　on　sho竹trips　Theroux　is
amazed　by　the　sheer　quantity　ofthe　stu廿1e且by　travelers：
　　　　　　　　　　　On　these　one－day　railway　trips，the　Chinese　could　practically
　　　　　　　　　　　ovenvhe1m　a　train　with　their　garbage．Near1y　everyone　on
　　　　　　　　　　　board　was　befouling　the　ava量1able　space．　While　I　sat　and　read　I
　　　　　　　　　　　noticed　that　the　people　opposite，a丘er　only　a　few　hours，had
　　　　　　　　　　　amassed　on　their　tab1e．．．：duck　bones，fish　bones，peanut　she11s，
　　　　　　　　　　　cookie　wrappers，sunf1ower　see　husks，three　teacups，two
　　　　　　　　　　　tumblers，a　thermos，a　wine　bott1e，two　food　tins，spittings，
　　　　　　　　　　　leavings，orange　rinds，prawn　she11s，and　two　used　nappies．冊
From　the　frequency　of　the　author’s　comp1aints，one　can　assume　that　this　scene　was　a
common　one　duringhisjoumey．
　　　　Without　a　doubt，spi肚i㎎and　throat－c1earing　are　the肺o　personal　habits　ofthe
Chinese　that　in㎞riate　Theroux　the　most．Time　a血er　time　he　notes　the　particu1ars　of
the　spi肚ing　he　is　forced　to　put　up　both　inside　and　outside　trains．　It　is　constant　and　it
is　pemasive，and　it　disgusts　him．Before　long　it　becomes　an　obsession　with　him．
He　cannot　he1p　recording　the　how　and　what　in　rather　gmesome　detail．57〕But　he
believes　that“Chinese　spi肚ing　is　not　ha1f　as　bad　as　Chinese　throaトclearing：the　hoick
that　can　be　heard　for㎜y　yards　and　that　sounds　like　the　suction　on　a　monsoon　drain．
A吐er　that，the　spi肚ing　itselfis　rather…m　antic1imax．”5副　He　also丘nds　faultwith　several
other　Chinese　habits＿smoking　and　blowing　ones　nose　with　ones　fingers．Some
readers　might　consider　itumecessary　and　even　mp1easantto　bring　up　these　topics　so
○血en．Theroux　is　not　ve収culturally　sensitive，but　for　be岐er　or　worse　he　is　bmta11y
honest．
55〕Theroux，R脇g励〃舳Roo∫〃，P．211．
56）　Theroux，R〃伽9肋21”o蜆Roo∫加7，P．376．
57〕　There　is　mother　w副y　to　look　at　this　problem．That　is，to　see　it　as　simply　a　cultural　phenomenon．
1n　o皿e　recent　guidebook，we　are　told：“It　is　also　quite　common　for　peop－e　to　spit，despite　o箭cial　campaig皿s
to　tryand　restrainthish副bit，Itisimpo刊㎜tforforeignvisitorsto㎞owthatthesethingsare　customary
刮nd　not　at　a1l　bad　m…㎜ners．”　1閉∫幼fω〃〃o　C肋伽仰，p．363．
58）　Theroux，Rづ㎡伽g肋2∫”o〃Roo∫加r，P．111．
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　　　　Another　ofthe　author’s　pet　peeves　is　the　ug1iness　ofthe　ci廿es．　He　is　scathing　in
his　descriptions．‘The　words‘a　Chinese　ci蚊’had　acquired　a　particular　horror　for　me，
1ike‘Russiantoilet，’or　Turkish　prison，’or‘joumalist’s　ethics．”’59〕He　cmnot　sセmd　the
way　the　cities　have　been　defaced　with　row　a二肚er　row　of　unbelievably　ugly　houses　and
bui1dings．The　cities　have　lost　any　redeeming　characteristics　they　might　once　have
had．This　holds　true　for　most　ofthe　cities　he　visits，including　the　more　f㎜ous　ones
such　as　Beijingand　Shanghai．　In　aburstofexaggeration，he　saysupon　entering　one
ci蚊，“It　was　a　Chinese　city，…㎜d　therefore　a　nightmare．”60〕But　there　are　a　few　cities
about　which　Theroux　has　something　favorab1e　to　say．One　is　Xiamen，because　of　its
prosperity　and　a倣active　bui1dings　and　gardens，　Another　is　Gu1anyu，because　it　has
rea1ci蚊p1anning，something　unheard　ofin　other　parts　ofChina．The　third　is　Tudm，
simp1y　because　it　is　not　a　Chinese　ci蚊and　because　it協kes　pride　in　its　native　cu1ture．
But　the　one　he　likes　best　in　al1of　China　is　Qingdao，because　it　has　appealing
architecture　and　refreshing　weather　and　is　not　very　Chinese．61〕
　　　　Like　Thubron　and　many　otherWestem　travelers，Theroux　points　outhow　awM
the　se㎡ce　industryis　in　China．Workersare1azyand　inept；station　o血cials　arebad－
tempered　and　inf1exible；bureaucrats　are　sadistic　and　arrogant．Hotels　come　in　for
their　share　of　abuse．　Usua11y　they　are　not　only　bad　but　a1so　expensive．　Phone
semice　is　sporadic　at　the　best　of　times，Public　toi1ets　are　gross，to　put　it　mildly．
This　is　howthe　author　exp1ains　this　mostvexing　ofprob1ems　forforeign　tourists：
　　　　　　　　　　　Wepassedapublictoilet＿the　Chinesetendtoerecttheminthe
　　　　　　　　　　　middle　of　all　beau蚊spots＿and　though　we　were　for1y　feet　away
　　　　　　　　　　　the　thing　gave　off　an　overpowering　shnk．　Eve町public　toilet　I
　　　　　　　　　　　saw　in　China　was　so　vi1e　it　was　unusable．　Every　foreigner
　　　　　　　　　　　mentioned　them；the　Chinese　never　did＿notbecause　theywere
　　　　　　　　　　　fastidious　but　because　they　were　ashamed　and　phlegmatic，and
　　　　　　　　　　　prefe耐edtosu価erinsilence．脱〕
Regard1ess　how　accurate　his　explanation　is，he　does　have　the　courage　to　bring　the
issue　up．　And　he　does　it　in　very　sta二rk　language．
　　　　Chinese　cme1蚊to　anima1s　is　touched　upon　in　the　book．Theroux’opinions　are
no　different　than　those　of　most　Westemers．He　condemns　the　Chinese　for　their
treatment　of　anima1s，claiming　they　torture　mima1s1ike　cats　and　dogs　on　the　grounds
that　such　anima1s　fee1no　pain．It　is　thought　that　the　anima1s　were　put　on　earth　to　be
used　or㎞lled　and　eaten．蘭〕The　Chinese　are　bird　cr躯y，and　large　numbers　ofpeop1e
59）Ther㎝x，R倣刎加1〃〃oo∫伽，P．297．
60）Theroux，肋づ刎加肋〃oo∫妙，P．348．
61）　Except　for　a　few　exceptions，Theroux　thinks1ittle　of　the　architecture　i皿China．　“I　found　it　hard　to
distinguish　the　hotels　from　the　co11eges≡㎜d　the　hospitals　from　the　prisons，Chinese　architecture，which
is41－pu叩ose　and　excmciating，makes　it　impossib1e　to　tell　these　p1aces　apa111．”R〃閉g伽〃o〃Roo∫f弘
P．278．
62）　Theroux，R〃伽g肋2〃o閉Roo∫加r，p．202．
63）　Theroux，R〃肋g肋3〃o〃Roo∫f87，p．133．
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own　them，for　a　bird　is　the　on1y　animal　that　can　easily　be　kept　as　a　pet．Of　course，
Theroux　sees　this　as　another　form　of　cme1蚊，since　the　birds　are　kept　in　sma1l　cages．
If　one　accepts　this　argument，one　must　then　also　criticize　those　peop1e　all　over　the
world　who　keep　caged　birds　as　pets．
　　　　It　is　well　known　that　the　Chinese　love　to　eat　and　that　they　wi1l　eat　a1most　an煎hing
＿dogs，cats，raccoons，anteaters，baby　owls，and　hawks，in　addition　to　countless　other
animals，rare　and　not　so　rare．制〕The　author　is　seπed　exotic（and　expensive）dishes
several　times　in　China，both　in　the　north　and　in　the　south．But　such　mea1s　do　not　set
well　with　him：’There　was　something　dreadful　and　depressing　about　this　food，partly
because　it　tasted　good　and　pa竹1y　because　China　had　so　few　wild　anima1s．These
creatures　were　al1facing　extinction　in　this　count収．And　I　had　a1ways　hated　the
Chinese　appetite　for　rare　animals＿for1〕ear’s　paws　a■id五sh　lips　and　caribou’s　nose．．．．
This　soれofeating　was　the　recreation　ofpeople　who　were　rich　and　spoi1ed．”65〕
　　　　As　one　mightguess，the　average　Chinese　meal　does　not　satis蚊him　much，either．
Although　the　dishes　might　have　glorious　names，most　ofthe　food　is　ofthe　same　color
and　texture　and　is　o血en　impossib1e　to　tell　apart．冊］The　worst　food　is　the　food　on
trains．　Here　is　how　he　eva1uates　one　train　snack：“It［the丘sh］was　tough　and　tasted
（and1ooked）1ike　an　imer　so1e　ofa　shoe＿a　Chinese　inner　sole，and　a　minori蚊one　at
that．Onthewapperitwas　descdbedas‘DriedFishWithMinorityF1avor．”舳
　　　　刈though　Theroux　does　praise　the　Chinese　for　doing　some　things　right，he　is
genera11y　critica1，sometimes　even　hypercritical，in　his　comments　on　the　people　and
the　socie蚊．㈱　It　appears　at　times　that　he　does　not　even1ike　the　Chinese，He　would
counter　that　it　is　not　a　question　of1iking　or　disliking　the　Chinese　but　of　simply　tel1ing
the　truth．69〕Readers　come　away　with　almost　entirely　negative　images　of　China．70〕
0ne　has　the　right　to　ask甘the　author　is　being　fair，for　China　is　stil1an　extremely　poor
count町with　problems　common　to　al1developing　nations．Perhaps　his　ideas　of　China
are　images　le血over廿om　an　earlier，more　aesthe七c　period．Maybe　he　is1ookingfora
China　that　no　longer　e対sts．　In　fact，at　one　point，he　says　that　the　country　isn’twhat　it
used　to　be．71〕　He　admits　that　the　hardships　of　the　trip　tend　to　color　his㎡ews：“I
sometimes　suspected　that　my　weariness　blurred　my　perceptions＿or　else　made　me
　　64）　Needless　to　s≡iy，Theroux　considers　this　further　proofof　Chinese　crue1蚊一
65）　Theroux，R｛”〃9肋θ∫ro〃Roo∫〃7，P，273．
66）　Theroux，R〃伽g肋θ〃o閉Roo∫加7，pI187I
67）　Theroux，R〃加9肋θ〃o蜆Roo∫f〃，P．354．
68）　In　his　review　ofTheroux’book　forη昭ルω吻π胎η舳∫，Mark　Salzmm　concludes：“More　often　than
not，he［Theroux］is　passing　judgment　on　Chim　rather　than　describing　it，all　from　a　very　limited
perspective．The　result　is；m　opinionated，pet1y　and　incomplete　portrait　ofthat　coun吋一’’Salzman，“1Hate
Sightseeing．”　Salzman　is　one　ofthe　authors　discussed　below　in　the　section　on　Teacher－Travelers－
69〕Theroux，’TravelWri廿ng：The　PointofIt，’’p．52．
70）　In　his　latest　collection　of　essays，F〃∫此λか〃舳4，Theroux　includes　severa1pieces　on　China．
刈though　written　in　recentyears，the　essays　contain　basica11y　the　s㎜e　message　in　the　s㎜e　tone　as〃〃昭
’免2170閉1～00∫’邊7．
71〕　Theroux，R生d右閉g肋21”o伽1～oo∫蛇7，P．玉56
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giddy　and　fanc血11．”72〕But　in　the　end　we1eam　more　about　the　author　than　we　do
about血e　coun帥．Thisisthe　a位racuon　aswell　as　thewea㎞ess　ofthisgenre，even
when　the　books　are　written　by　professionals　likeTheroUx　and　Thubron．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Me11of　Le血ers　as　Tmve1e1・s
　　　　It　is　quite　common　for　men　of　letters　of　one　country　to　visit　another，either
○血cia11yoruno血cia11y，andrecordtheirimpressionsinbookfom．Throughoutthe
耐entieth　century　a　veritable　stream　of　creative　writers　and　intel1ectuals　made　the　trip
to　China　and　wote　their　books，some　more　memorab1e　than　others．As　a　m1e，such
visitors　do　not　speak　Chinese，are　not　very　knowledgeable　about　the　country　itse1f，
trave1血rs仁c1ass，and　stay　a　month　or1ess．They　generally　see　what　the　govemment
wantsthemto　see　andta1ktothepeop1e　thegovemmentwantsthemto　talkto．Since
they　are　already　famous，their　books　on　China　often　have　an　innuence　out　of
propo竹ion　to　the　depth　of　the　contents．The　three　men　I　wish　to　discuss　here　are
John　Kenneth　Ga1braith，Aけhur　Mi11er，and　Stephen　Spender，al1three　of　whom　are
wel1－knownandrespectedintheWestfortheirintellectualaccomplishments．
　　　John　Kemeth　Ga1braith，one　of　America’s　leading　economists㎜d　intellectuals，
visited　China　for　three　weeks　in　the　fa1l　of1972．λC〃舳肋∫∫α騨is　the　accomt　of
his　tour　ofChina，from　Canton　to　Be巧ingwith　several　stops　in　be肺een．Hewent　ata
time　when　Mao　Zedong　was　sti1i　alive，the　Cultural　Revo1ution　was　in　full　s㎞ng，and
the　only　visitors　were　o血cia11y　sponsored　ones．Every　tour　was　minutely　planned
and　ciose1y　supewised．The　China　ofthen　was　a　completely　d岨erent　China廿om　the
China　of　today．　Vrhy　then　include　such　an　obvious1y　out－ofdate　book　in　this　su岬ey
of　travel　accounts～　I　have　hvo　reasons　for　doing　so．　First，even　though　the　book　is
a1most　thir1ly　years　old，it　is　sti11being　sold　in　new　bookstores，having　been　reprinted
in1989．That　means　that　peop1e　are　buying　it　and　reading　it．Second，as　far　as　I
㎞ow，itisthe　so1eremainingbookavai1abletodaythatdeschbes　Mao’s　Chinawhen
foreigners　held　a11kind　of　idea1istic　and1audatory　images　of　the　count町．For　the
most　part，the　images　presented　are　no1onger　valid，but　they　did　in皿uence　an　entire
generationofWesteminte1lectua1s．
　　　　In　the　Introduction　to　the1989rephnt，Ga1braith　tells　us　that　trave1books“班e，
with　exceptions，our1owest　form　of1iterature，”for　they　are　uninformative　when　it
comes　to　socia1commentaryand　hedonistic　and　derogatorywhen　itcomes　to　food　and
hotels．7ヨ〕　Vγhat　he　hopes　to　write　is　not　the　average　trave1book　but　a　p1easant　essay
about　China　for　non－specialists．　Since　he　is　an　in血uentia1intel1ectual，he　is　given　the
VIP　treatment．The　impression　one　gets丘om　read㎞g　this　short（138page）book　is
that　the　trip　is　hard　but　enjoyable．　He　on1y　goes　where　he　isねken　and　only　ta1ks
　　72〕Theroux，R伽g伽〃o〃oo∫f〃，P．389．
73〕　Galbraith，λC〃閉αP囮∫∫仰μ，p，vii．
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with　the　people　he　is　supposed　to　talk　with．　Considering　the　period，we　can　only
conclude　that　he　has　no　choice；that　is　the　way　China　trips　were　done　in　those　days．
　　　　His丘rst　stop　is　Canton，where　the　streets　are“clean1y　elegant”εmd　the　peop1e　on
bicycles　all　seem　to　be　in“excellent　humor．”74〕Staying　in　a　irsトclass　hotel　there，he
has　every　reason　to　compliment　the　sta血for　being“good　natured　and　obliging．”75j
Since　he　is　a　special　state　guest，how　could　it　be　othemiseP　When　he　is　taken
sightseeing　in　the　various　cities　he　visits，he　responds　enthusiastically．　In　Beijing，he
fnds　the　Forbidden　Ci蚊“vast，elegant，mysterious，mysti蚊ing，and　exhausting．”76〕
Upon　seeing　the　Great　Wall　for　the丘rst　time，he　reca11s　approvi㎎ly　what　former
PresidentNix㎝’s　said　aboutitearlierinthe　same　year：‘This　is　a　GreatWa1l　and㎝ly
a　great　people　with　a　great　past　cou1d　have　a　great　wall　and　such　a　great　peop1e㎞th
such　a　great　wal1wil1surely　have　a　great　future．”77〕At　every　gathering　he　receives　a
warm　reception，special　treatment，and　superb　cuisine．Whi1e　walking　in　the　area
adjoining　the　Sun　Ya七sen　mausoleum　in　Nanking，he　is　greeted　there，as　everywhere，
by　people　waving　and　c1apping　and　hoisting　their　babies　in　the　air．
　　　　In　addition　to　the　tourist　sights，his　itinerary　includes　stops　at　a　number　ofp1aces
ob切ously　meant　to　educate　and　impress．When　he　inspects　a　factory　and　a　worker’s
apartment，he　notes　that　the　buildings　and　rooms　look　c1ean，food　is　p1ent血n，and　the
workers　smile　contented1y．He　is　taken　to　a　high　schoo1in　Shanghai，where　the
education　is　high1y　disciplined　md　veW　po1itical，but　extreme1y　e血cient　considering
the1imited　resources　available．7副　The　fruit　and　vegetab1e　market　in　Beijing　that　he
visits　is　clean，fmctiona1，and　wel1－stocked．The　workers　are　friendly　md　the　prices
are　moderate，but　there　are　no　lines，even　for　scare　goods．79〕His　comments　about
the　Be巧ing　Department　Store　are　fairly　objective　and　straigh伍olward：low　markup　in
prices，few　expensive　items，limited　varie蚊of　styles，no　credit，no　adve廿isements，no
shop岨ing，and　no　elevators　or　escalators；moreover，the　place　is　c1ean　and　the　s屹血is
helpfu1．舳
　　　　ThepeopleG創braithencountersinChinaareun並omlyintelligentandob1iging．
0ntwo　occasionshe　praisesthehones蚊ofthe　Chinese：irst，abaghe1eftonthetrain
is　found　and　retumed　immediate1y；and　then　a　sma11Chinese　coin　he　accidental1y
dropped　on　his　hotel　room刊oor　is　also　retumed．In　general　he　is　very　trusting　of
what　he　is　to1d　in　China．But　when　he　is　driven　to　a　commme　outside　Shanghai，he
has　his　doubts　whether　it　is　a　who11y　typical　commune．He　says：“There　is　a
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80〕
Ga1br副ith，λC〃閉o月口s∫α解，p，18．
Galbraith，λC〃〃αP囮∬昭邊，p．20．
Ga11〕raith，λC〃〃口月囮∫∫仰g召，p．32．
G刮1braith，λC〃閉”月”∫∫αg3，p．34－
G田1braith，λC〃閉σP囮∫∫仰μ，p．101．
Galbraith，λC〃閉”肋∫sαg2，p．41．
Ga1braith，λC屹伽”Pα∫∫og2，pp－44－45。
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tendency　in　such　matters　to　mis1ead．”宮1〕This　is　aboutas　negative　as　his　remarks　get．
One　other　rathergentle　complaint　is　thatthe　Chinese　smoke　too　much．
　　　　The　economy　gets　its　share　of　favorable　comment．The　author　judges　the
economic　system　ofChina　to　be　without　a　doubt　highly　e丘ective，much　more　so　than
in　Po1and　or　Russia．　One　reason　is　that　the　Chinese　do　work　hard．　He　sees　di1igent
e廿ort　wherever　he　goes．Maybe，he　suggests，the　Chinese，like　the　Japanese，rea11y
enjoy　working．呂2〕　In　China，c1othing　is　adequate，housing　is　average，hea1th　services
are　good，and　medicines　are　excellent．He　boldly　s協tes：“I　am　prepared　to　believe
that　Shanghai．．．has　abetter　medica1serv言ce　than　NewYork．”棚〕It　is　clear　to　Galbraith
thatwhi1e　China　is　authoritarian　it　is　also　e価cient　and　successfu1in　meeting　the　needs
of　its　vast　popu1ation，especial1y　in　the　areas　of　education，hea1th，and　we肚are．　He
does　not　believe　that　the　system　would　be　right　for　Americans　or　Europeans，but　he
has　no　doubt　that　it　works　for　China　and　that　it　is　the　Chinese　future．測　W，en　viewed
from　a　laterperspective，one　can　only　say　thathis　is　aveW　rosy　prediction　indeed．
　　　　In1978A耐hur　Mi1ler，America’s　most　distingllished1Mng　p1aWight，went　to
China　with　his　w肚e，the　photographer　Inge　Morath．During　their　one－month　tour　of
the　countW，they　visited　many　places，inc1uding　most　of　the　major　tourist　sights　and
talked　with　numerous　inte11ectuals（nove1ists，poets，painters，actors，and　dramatists）．
The　resu1t　was　a　fascinating　and　attractive　travel　book　entitled　C〃舳∫2亙肌o伽施附，
published　the　fo11owing　year㎞th　text　by　Mi1ler　and　photographs　by　Morath．It　is　a
we11－informed　attempt　to　understand　and　explain　the　situation　in　China　in　the　late
1970s．
　　　　Miner　has　doubts　about　his　ability　to㎞ow　China．Ear1y　in　the　book，he　says，
“。．．no　one　can　think　he　knows　a　comtry　until　he　can　easi1y　separate　its　mere1y
idiosyncratic　absurdities　from　its　real　contradictions．We　do　noガknow’Chinawhen
we　still　notice　and　are　even　start1ed　by　things　that　no　Chinese　pays　the　slightest
a仇ention　to．”島5〕What　he　seems　to　be　claiming言s　that　we　have　to　see　China　as　the
Chinese　do　if　we　expect　to　discover　its　tme　essence．This　is　something　that　most
trave1writers　would　surely　dispute．They　wou1d　insist　that　they　have　a　distinct
advantage　simply　because　they　do　see　and　interpret　things　di丘erent1y　from　the
Chinese．In　anycase，Mi11er’s　approach　is　to　see　things　the　Chinese　way，as　much　as
possible．That　means　in　e価ect　that　he　is　partly　ob1iged　to1ook　at　China　through　the
eyes　of　Su　Guang，the　guide－interpreter　who　accompanies　Mil1er　and　his　wife
throughout　the　entire　trip．Thanks　to　Su　Guang，China　becomes1ess　dramatic　and
81〕　Galbraith，λC〃閉”月囮∫∫”解，p．105．
82）　G刎braith，λC〃閉”P囮∫∫”g2，p．122．
83）　Galbrai｛，λC〃閉”P囮∫∫og召，p－127．
84）　G副braith，λC〃〃o　P螂∫∫og邊，p．137．
85）　Morath㎜d　Miller，C〃㈱2肋ω舳f㈱，p．7．
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incongmous，butmore　repetitious　and　realthan　Miller　previously　imagined．86〕
　　　　Here　are　a　few　of　the　author’s　obseπations．　China　is　poor．That　is　clear　when
he　wa1ks　along　the　backs　streets　of　Be功ing　and　sees丘rst　hand　the　povehy　ofhousing．
Yes，the　buildings　are　decrepit，but　the　atmosphere　is　serene．There　is　no　odor　of
decay　or　sewage　in　the　air，nor　is　there　the　sme1l　ofpoverty　that　is　normal1y　found　in
Mexican　towns．In　addition，he　nodces　no　sense　ofdemoralization　among　the　people
living　in　the　area；on　the　contra町，they　seem　quite　vigorous。呂7〕Obviously，the
pove11y　is　there，but　it　is　not　as　all－encompassing　or　deadening　as　in　other　countries．
　　　　China　is　a　country　ofpewasive　beau1y，which　seems　to　come　as　a　surprise．Here
Mi11er　is　referring　notto　the　physica1beau蚊ofthe　coun吋，but　to　the　sense　ofbeauty
embodied　in　the　people．There　is　a　desire　or　instinct　for　aesthetic　beauty　among
ordinaW　Chinese　that　man並ests　itse1f　in　countless　ways．It　exists　in　the　young　as
we11as　the　old．‘The　Chinese　chi1d　is　a　triumph　ofhumanity，and　in　the　aged　there　is
a　sort　of　digni蚊that　can　on1y　come　from　social　respect　and　a　decent　tradition．”朗〕
And　the　fee1ing　for　beau蚊extends　to　arts　and　cra血s　and　even　food。　“There　is　a
certain　proportion，a　native　taste　in　objects　held　in　the　hand．　Ar1d　a　poetic　tradition
inconceivable　in　the　West＿where　e1se　in　the　world　is　a　leader’s　calligraphy　of
importance，and　where　cou1d　it　evoke　pride　that　is　elegant？”畠帥
　　　　紬erseveralconversations，MillerconcludesthattheChinesearemi㎡o㎜ed，並
not　tota11y　ignorant，ofWestem　culture，and　this　includes　the　educated　c1asses．
However，he　does　acknowledge　that　the　gap　is　mutual；he　and　otherWestemers　do
not　know　that　much　about　the　real　cu1ture　of　China．90〕This　does　not　mean　that　the
Chinese　are　provincia1，for　they　can　probably　name　more　writers　than　Americans　can．
What　it　means　is　that　isolation　aIid　po1itical　movements　have　talken　their　to11on　the
intellectua1climate　of　the　country．
　　　　Mil1er　touches　on　other　shortcomings　of　the　system．First，Chinese　justice　is
criticized　for　being　neither　f射r　nor　comp1ete．In　fact，he　gives　as　the　major　weakness
ofthe　Chinese　s蚊1e　ofgovemmentthe　factthatthere　is　no　independentand　objective
judiciary；the　whole　idea　is　alien　in　presenトday　China．But　he　admits　that　America
camot　get　too　se肚一righteous　on　this　point，for　prisons　in　the　U．S．ho1d　a　extremely
high　proportion　ofmen　who　are　poor　and　b1ack，thus　implying　thatAmericanjustice　is
not　always　fair．91〕Second，there　is　a　clear　tyramy　of　the　majority，an　exceedingly
powe血1fo㎜ofpeerpressurethat㎞estoeradicatenonco㎡o㎜istopinion．1nthe
U．S．，on　the　other　hand，individualism　is　encouraged，which　o丑en　results　in　a　rootless
86）　Morath　and　Miller，C〃舳θ肋ω舳サ㈱，p－30．
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91）　Morath　and　Mi1ler，C〃伽醐肋ω舳サ㈱，pp．45－46、
condition　with　less　human　contact．92〕Not　only　do　Chinese　face　strong　peer　pressure，
they　must　a1so　submit　to　strong　social　discip1ine，This　is　something　most　peop1e　in
the　West　instinctively　rebel　against．And　yet　it　is　the　cause　of　much　of　the
com］ption，crime，md　anarchistic　se岨shness　prevalent　there．捌　In　order　to　be伽r，
for　eve町criticism　of　China　or　the　Chinese　that　he　makes，he　brings　up　a　similar
wea㎞essinWestempractices．
　　　　The　Cu1tural　Revo1ution　is　one　of　the　author’s　major　concems．This　is　to　be
expected　since　he　was　in　China　only　a　few　years　a血er　it　ended．　0ne　of　the　first
thingsMi1lernotesisthatsincethere　arenousefulanalogiesinWestemexperienceit
is　impossible　for　Westemers　to　undersセmd　what　the　Chinese　su舐ered　duh㎎those
ten　years　of　convulsion．A氏er　talking　with　various　victims　and　suπivors，he　feels
depressed　and　frustrated，for　he　tries　but　is　unab1e　to　come　to　any　personal
conclusions　about　so　immense　a　phenomenon．His　summary　of　the　event　is　concise
but　basically　accurate：“The　Cu1tura1RevoIution　was　launched　to　invigorate　the
‘be1ow，’the　underclass，the　wi1l　ofworker　and　peasant．．．．this　thrustfor　democracy　had
created　instead　a　fascism，with　to廿ure，mass　denunciations，and　industria1chaos．”蓼4〕
In　spite　ofthe　ho㎡ble　consequences，he　is　still　able　to　sympathize㎡th　one　ofMao’s
motives　in1aunching　the　Cu1tural　Revo1ution：that　was，to　counter　the　evil　e丘ects　of
Westem　technological　civilization　such　as　anomie，cynicism，neuroticism，self
absorption，and　diseases　of　the　soul．g5〕　And　yet　that　is　not　a　good　enough　excuse　for
the　socia1and　po1itical　upheavals　forced　upon　the　people．　In　order　to　prevent　such　a
thing　from　ever　happening　again，he　believes　China　needs　some　kind　of　independent
press　orjudiciary　with　su価cient　power　to　stop　any　mass　movements　from　ge1士ing　out
ofhand．
　　　　It　was　in1981，three　years　a血er　Mi11er’s　visit，that　the　English　poet　Stephen
Spender　made　a　three－week　tour　of　China　with　his　fe1low　countryman，the　famous
painter　David　Hockney．The　trip　was　sponsored　by　a　London　pub1ishing　company
and　approved　by　the　Chinese　govemment．Spender，who　was　seventy一耐o　years　o1d
atthetime，hadno　special㎞ow1edge　ofthe1anguageorpeopleofChina，nordidhis
much　younger　traveling　companion．So　they　had　to　rely　on　guided　tours　with
intemreters　for　most　oftheirvisit．Severa1times　they　did　go　out　on　their　own，and　on
occasion　they　did　meet　people　who　spoke　English．For　the　most　part，however，they
were　totally　dependent　on　their　guides．Of　course，this　way　oftrave1ing　limited　how
much　ofthe“rea1”China　they　were　able　to　see　and　how　many“average”Chinese　they
were　able　to　meet，Their　itinera町was　the　standard　tourist　itinerary’with　stops　in
Canton，Beijing，Xim，Shanghai，Nanjing，Hangzhou，and　Guilin．The　fol1owing　year
　　92）　Mor劃th　and　Mil1er，C〃閉舳肋ω舳’㈱，pp．45－46．
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their　C肋〃α〃αηwas　published　and　well　received　by　reviewers　on　both　sides　of　the
Atlantic　Ocean．
　　　　Considering　who　the　authors　are，most　readers　of　C〃〃α1〕加ηwm　probab1y
expect　a　great　deal　in　the　way　of　sensitive　obseπation　md　expression．　No　one　can
deny　that　the　writing　is　deligh血1，the　sketches　pre1士y，and　the　photographs　evocative．
It　is　obvious　that　Spender　and　Hockney　enjoy　being　in　China．For　them，the　trip　is
wonderful　and　China　is　wonde㎡ul．W，ile　there　are　inconveniences　here　and　there，
the　authors　seem　to　be　in　a　pe叩etual　good　mood；moreover，as　we　shall　see，their
inte叩retations　and　comments　about　the　coun師and　the　people　are　a1most　entirely
positive　and　generous．
　　　　A1though　it　is　a　commonp1ace　remark，we　are　to1d　by　Spender　that　China
preseπes　very1ittle　continuity㎞th　its　past．Socie蚊has　changed　so　much　since　Mao
Zedong　and　the　Communist　Pa巾came　to　power　in1949that　the　past　now　seems
dead．　The　people’s　lives　are　better　in　the　New　China．　In　contrast　to　ear1ier　in　the
century，the　Chinese　of　today　fee1respect　for　their　country，and　eveWone　has　at　least
the　minimum　standard　of1ivi㎎．What　China　has　accomplished　should　not　be
underestimated．And　much　of　the　credit　goes　to　Mao　Zedong．At　first　his　ideas
about　socie蚊were　indisputable　in　practice，especia1ly　in　regard　to　the　concept　of　the
people’s　democratic　dictatorship　and　the　bruta1things　that　must　be　done　to　gain
power．Spender　goes　so　far　as　to　say　that　Mao’s　origina1concepts　are　irrefutable
“because　the　Chinese　revolution　cou1d　cer固in1y　never　have　been　achieved　without
employing　mthless　dictatorial　methods　and　removing　a1l　opposition．”捌　But　Spender
is　bothered　by　what　comes…血er　the　revolution：a　dictatorial　state　and吹amy，both　of
which　wm　be　abolished，it　is　promised，sometime　in　the　distant　future．In　any　case，
the　present　govemment，he　fee1s，is　moving　in　a　more　hopeful　direction，with
increased　emphasis　on　pragmatismand　reason＿notideological　Maαism．
　　　　That　China　experienced　a　tenible　Cu1tural　Revolution　does　not　escape　his　notice，
but　his　reactions　are　not　as　vociferous　or　emotional　as　those　of　the　other　authors
inc1uded　herein．　In　d血erent　pa竹s　of　the　country　Spender　hears　tales　of　what　peop1e
had　to　go　through　as　a　result　of　the　Gang　of　Four．97〕What　he　leams　from　the　poets
…md　painters　he　meets　is　that　they　have　much　more丘eedom　now　than　they　did　under
the　Gang　of　Four．‘Within　ce他in　limits，”he　says，“they　discuss　everything　free1y，
openly，seriously，sincerely，but　the　limits　to　their　c1arity　are　as　c1ear　as　the　clarity
itseH．”9剖　Metaphorical1y　speaking，Spender　compares　it　to　a　clear　stream㎞th　an
opaque　f1oor　of　stone　a　few　inches　below　the　suhace．A1though　he　realizes　that
　　96）SpenderandH㏄㎞ey，C〃〃αD切，p．11．
97）At　this　dme（1982）it　was　usually　the　Gang　of　Four　and　not　Mao　Zedong　that　received　the　lion’s
share　of　the　b1me　for　what　had　happened．Spender　humorously　dubs　the　Gang　of　Four‘Those　who　are
GuiltyforEve帥i㎎thatisWro㎎．”
98）　Spender　and　Hockney，C〃閉”D伽り，p．48．
conversations　can　go　only　so　far，he　praises　the　Chinese，even　the　o血cia1s　and　the
guides，because“they　seem　rather　to　want　to　have　real　discussions　about　things　md
are　ha皿一he航ed　al〕outtelling　lies．They　do　nottell　more　than　they　are　a1lowed　to，but
they　are　not　gynica1and　they　are　o血en　apologetic．”09〕This　he　compares　favorably　to
what　he　has　seen　in　other　socia1ist　countries．
　　　　WhenSpenderandHoc㎞eylookattheeveryday肚eoftheChinese，theytendto
make肺o　comparisons：one　with　present－day　India　and　one　with　Europe　of　half　a
centuW　ago．Put　in　a　comparative　perspective，the　situation　in　China　does　not1ook　as
b1eak　as　other　commentators　sometimes　suggest．No　matter　how　poor　the
conditions　appear　to　be　in　China，Spender　notes　that　they　are　much　worse　in　India．
Cominguponamamreca㎡erin刈an，Hoc㎞eydoesnotcomplainaboutthesightor
the　sme1l；instead　he　reca11s　seeing　the　same　soれof　thing　in　Eng1and　when　he　was　a
boy．loo〕The　shops　along　Xian’s　streets　may　be　small　and　meagerly　stocked　with
u㎡ashionab1e　items，but　they　resemble　those　found　in　provincia1French　towns　in　the
1930s．One　British　couple　they　meet　in　Nanjing　tells　them　about　a　Chinese
apartment　they　saw：it　was“squalid”because　there　were　only　three　sma11rooms　and
almostno　fumiture．Hoc㎞eycountersbypointi㎎outthatmanypeop1ein　Eng1and
live　in　simi1ar　conditions．lo1〕As　for　the　clean1iness　ofChina，Spender　simply　says　that
China　is　dirtier　than　Japan　but　cleaner　than　America．　Both　Hockney　and　Spender
seem　to　be　stressing　that　such　matters　are　relative　and　should　never　be　judged　by　a
set　of　abso1ute　standards．This　is　probably　the　reason　they　rare1y　complain　about
an煎hing＿hote1s，food，ortrave1arrangements．
　　　　In　severa1cities　they　come　into　contact　with　Chinese　children，who1eave　a　very
favorab1e　impression　indeed．Spender　feels　that　seeing　children　at　play　is　one　ofthe
real　delights　in　China，for　the　children　there1ive　in　a　world　of“perfect　manners，
gaiety，charm，color，and　happiness．”102〕　In　Canton　they　stop　at　the　Chi1dren’s　Park．
For　Hockney，it　moves　him　more　than　any　other　place　or　monument　in　China；it　is　the
most　human　part　of　China　because　the　children　are　the　real　peop1e．103〕They　do　not　at
any　point　along　the　way　view　Chinese　children　as　mere　robots1acking　in　the
・・d・㎞・gq・・liti・・p・・・・…dby・hi1d…i・・th・・・…㎞…
　　　　While　the　chi1dren　seem　real，there　are　times　when　the　adults　do　not．The
authors　become　frustrated　when　they　are　unable　to　have　genuine　conversations　with
average　Chinese．In　fact，they　can　remember　only　having　done　so　once　during　their
entire　tour．　How　does　one　exp1ain　this？　Not　knowing　how　to　speak　Chinese　is　the
99）　Spender　and　Hockney，C〃棚D伽η，p，92，
100）　Spender　and　Hockney，C〃閉αD伽η，p，89，
101）　Spender　a皿d　Hockney，C肋伽D6αり，P．92，
102）SpenderandHoc㎞ey，C脆オ閉α肋η，p．103，
103）　Spender　and　Hockney，C〃閉α1）づαη，p－198、
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phncipal　reason．l04〕Ifa㎡sitor　has　to　re1y　on　an　inte叩reter，especially　agovemment
appointed　one，it　is　d雌icu1t，並not　impossib1e，to　chat廿ee1y　with　anybody．Another
reason　is　thatthe　nature　oftheirtourallows　them　li廿1e　free　time　to　roamaboutas　they
wish．Spender　describes　the　prob1em　this　way：“On　near1y　a11occasions　the　tourist
visiting　China　has　the　feeling　that　he　is1ooking　at　people（the　masses！）through　a
pane　of　g1ass　and　that　they　are　loo㎞ng　through　it　back　at　him．”1㈲　His　explanation
seems　reasonable　enough．And　if　we　accept　his　metaphor　of　the　g1ass　barrier，we
shou1d　a1so　recognize　the　fact　that　the　glass　can　be　broken　through　study　of　the
1anguage　and　culture　of　China．州though　at　certain　times　in　the　past　the　Chinese
peop1e　might　have　been　apprehensive　about　talking　with　foreigners，in　recent　years
the　atmosphere　has　much　improved，a■id　nowthere　are　few　or　no　restrictions　on　such
COntaCt．
　　　　A耐er　reading（and　looking　at）C〃舳1〕ゴαη，we　get　the　impression　that　the
count町is　certain1y　worth　visiting．In　that　China　is　a　poor，communist　country，
travelers　do　sti11face　some　prob1ems；however，these　are　overshadowed　by　the
greatness　and　beau蚊of　the　country．Spender　sums　up　his　feelings　about　China　by
saying：“So　much　of　China　makes　me　think　ofpoe卯，notjust　because　it　is　poetic　but
because　it　coπesponds　to　descriptions　ofthings　in　English　poetry．舳〕There　is　more
to　the　country　than　strange　p1aces　and　unfam三1iar　customs；there　is　a　shared　sense　of
poetry　and　poetic　beauty　that　for　Spender　transcends　everything　e1se．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Amatel1r　Tmvelers
　　　　I　class町the　next　group　of　three　authors　as　amateurs　because　they　are　neither
established　writers　nor　we1l－known　travelers．　However，they　did　publish　accounts　of
their　traveIs　in　China，a11of　which　are　quite　easy　t〇五nd　in　paperback．Their　books
○丘er　the　reader　li耐1e　depth　and　insu血cient　analysis，and批er　finishing　them，one　is
struck　by　how　li肚1e　they　tel1us　about　China．It　seems　to　me　that　what　is　missing　is　a
sense　ofempathy，that　is，an　understanding　ofwhatthe　Chinese　have　experienced　aエid
endured　during　the　past　ha1f　century　or　so．As　we　shall　see，the　authors　complain　a
1ot　about　a　world　they　are　not　used　to．And，in　most　cases，the　impressions　received
are　farfrom　favorable．
　　　　John　Lowe，an　Englishman　living　in　Japan，wrote1〃o　C〃〃αin1986．It　is　a
record　of　the　three　short　trips　he　made　to　China　during　the　period1983－1985．
Compared　to　the　otherbooks　we　have　looked　at　so　far，his　is　more　ofaguidebook，for
he　simp1y　describes　what　he　seeswithout　o価ering　much　commentary　on　China　orthe
Chinese．　A1though　Lowe　does　not　know　the1anguage　and　has　no　previous
104）Since　thegreatmajo巾oftravelersto　China㎞ow皿o　Chi皿eselanguageatall，itshould　notsurpdse
anyo皿e　thattheyretum　home　withouthaving㎞1ked　with　my“rea1”Chinese，
105）SpenderandH㏄㎞ey，C肪4〃口〃岬，p．104，
106）　　Spender　and　Hockney，C此｛〃αD4oり1，p．137．
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expehence　in　China，he　bravely廿avels　through　a　large　pa前of　the　country，par士y　alone
and　part1ywith　aJapanese　companion．His　trave1s　take　him　to　many　ofthe　country’s
most　famous　tourist　sights　as　we1l　as　to　Taiwan．That　he　decided　to　include　a　sho竹
chapter　on　Taiwan　is　unique；in　fact，of　a1l　the　writers　I　sun・eyed　he　is　the　only　one　to
do　so．107〕
　　　　Be1ween　the　time　ofhis　firstvisit　in1983and　his　lastin1985，China　adopted　more
pragmatic　policies　in　regard　to　foreign　tourists．This　a1lows　him　more　freedom　in
plξmning　the　itinerary　for　his　later　trips．There雄er　he　is　able，for　the　most　p航，to　go
md　stay　where　he　pleases＿a　freedom　that　he　especialIy　appreciates　a血er　the　ear1ier
visit　when　he　is　forced　to　follow　stricter　mles　and　is　almost　always　segregated杜om
the　Chinese　on　trains　md　in　hote1s．He　praises　the　Chinese　govemment　for　its　new
and　more　open　po1icy．But　in　spite　of　this　bright　spot，he　still　encounters　much　that
he　dislikes．For　example，in　some　places　he　visits，he　experiences　the　mfortunate
e丑ects　offoreign　tourism　such　as“nagging　touts　and　moneychangers，inf1ated　prices
and　pe位y　dishones－y．”lo副　Vrhen　he　e】dts　the　train　station　in　Canton，the丘rst　stop　on
his　China　tour，he　realizes　what　it　means　to　be　in　a　Chinese　crowd．There　is　the
heaving　and　the　shoving，the　spitting　and　the　shouting．　It　is　not　long　before　the
constant　screaming，yelling，and　playing　of　loud　music　get　to　him，and　he　exclaims：
‘The　Chinese　are　the　noisiest　people　in　the　world．It　seems　to　stimu1ate　them　like
alcoho1．”l09〕　In　another五t　of　anger，he　even　states　that　noise　is　one　of　the　necessities
of　life　in　China．Of　course，these　are　obvious　exaggerations，but　damaging
nonetheless．
　　　　A趾er　riding　on　the　overcrowded　transportation　system，Lowe　makes　another
generalization　about　the　Chinese：they　have　their　contradictions．　Here　is　the
example　he　o丘ers．When　he　a廿empts　to　board　a　msh－hour　bus，it　is　like　a　scene
from　hel1，with　people　fighting　over　the　last　few　inches　of　space．0nce　on　the　packed
bus，however，he　is　treated　to　the　kinder　side　of　Chinese　mamers．An　older1ady
○廿ers　him　her　seat　and　refuses　to　talke　no　for　an　answer．11o〕He　receives　this　special
treatment　simply　because　he　is　a　foreigner　and　most　Chinese　probably　feel　it　is　their
du蚊to　be　nice　to　visitors　from　other　countries，This　is　rea11y　not　as　su叩rising　as
Lowe　implies．Similar　contradictions　can　sure1y　be　found　in　many　other　p航s　of　the
wor1d．
　　　　Like　the　great　majori蚊of　foreign　travelers　to　China，the　author　bemoans　the
ind岨erence　and　ine血ciency　built　into　the　tourism　and　semice　industries．Perhaps　it
107）　He　basically　makes　two　points　about　Taiwa皿：one　is　that　it　is　a　police　state　with　no　democratic
仕eedom　and　the　other　is　that　the　Nadonal　P訓ace　Museum1s　the　best　museum　in　the　world　for　Chinese
art．
108）　㎞we，∫〃o　C〃伽，p．39，
109）　Lowe，肋まo　C〃舳，p．44，
110〕　㎞we，1〃o　C〃閉σ，p．108．
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is　because　his　expectations　mn　too　high　that　he　ends　up　fnding　fault　with　the　system
a1l　during　his　trip．When　he　tries　to　buy　a　p1ane　ticketfor　a　domestic　flight，he　is　told
there’are　no　more　seats．A血er　much　persistence，however，1o　and　beho1d　there　are
tickets　avai1ab1e．Butthis　experience　and　others1ike　it1eave　abad　taste　in　his　mouth．
Heca㎜otbutconc1udethatthisisanewfo㎜ofChineseto竹urede㎡sedforuseby
pet蚊o血cia1s．llU　Hotels　do　not　fare　any　better．　Regardless　where　he　stays，he
alwaysfacesthesameprob1ems：badse㎡ce，neglectedfacilities，lackofinfo㎜ation，
untrained　s雌，and　most　importantly　lack　ofconcem．He　inal1yjust　gives　up．“In
such　situations　across　China　I　have　tried　every　reaction．　Politeness，shouting，
wheedling，humor，pleading　and，in　extremis，mad1aughter．刈1were　met　with　the
same　great　wall　of　Chinese　ind岨erence，impenetrab1e．”l12〕The　reason　everything　is
so　abysmal　is　because　the　worke土s，who　are　poorly　paid，have　no　incentive　to　provide
good　sen｛ce．The　one　bright　side　to　an　othe㎡se　g1oomypicture　is　the　train　system，
which　Lowe　praises　for　its　punctuali蚊and　basic　efficiency．
　　　　W，ile　the　workers　in　the　semice　indust町are1ethargic　to　say　the　least，the
common　peop1e　are　much　more　energetic．Lowe　finds　it　admirable　that　the　people
are　full　of　life　in　spite　of　their　poveh＝y　and　drea収surroundings．1柵〕　In　many　p1aces，
cily　and　country　alike，he　discovers　how　much　energy　the　poor　people　have．This
ho1ds　true　especially　for　the　school　children　that　he　observes；they　display
individuali蚊as　we11as　noisy　vitality．
　　　　The　author　is　disappointed　by　the　cultural　sights　in　China．The　p1aces　he　would
1ike　to　visit　a　second　time　comprise　a　surprisingly　short　list：the　Forbidden　Ci蚊，the
Temp1e　ofHeaven，the　GreatWa1l，Tibet，and　afewothers．Forhim，Beijinghaslost
its　exotic　nature　and　has　tumed　into　a　characterless　capital　city．With　no　coherent
p1an，it　has　becomejust　another　spraw1ing，ugly　city＿a　common　occurrence　in　China．
And　yet1t　does　possess　a1itt1e　more　individua1ity　than　most．While　he　is
ovelwhelmed　by　the　magn血cence　ofthe　Forbidden　Ci1y，he　stil1五nds　it“for1om，”for
the　gromds　are丘11ed㎡th　weeds，the　fumishings　are　either　frayed　or　nonexistent，
…md　the　place　genera1ly　has　the　fee1ofan　emp蚊s悦ge．114〕He　saves　his　highest　praise
for　theTemp1e　ofHeaven，which　hejudges　to　be　the　most　beaut血11馴oup　ofbui1dings
in　China、“Here　at　last，”he　says，“is　a　building　that　fu岨11s　one’s　dream　of　China，
simple　yetexotic．”l15〕
　　　　Manyforeigners　catch　an　idealized㎡ewofmral　China丘om　thewindows　oftrains
and　buses．But　Lowe　points　out　that　such　a　view　is　unrea1istic　and　wong，for　there　is
li廿1e　that　is　romantic　in　rura11並e．Farmers　and　peasants1ead　a　hard　and　bmtish1並e．
　111）　㎞we，1〃o　C〃舳，pp．47－48．
112）　Lowe，1〃o　C〃閉”，p．72，
113）　㎞we，1〃o　C〃舳，p．67，
114〕　㎞we，1〃o　C〃閉α，p．127，
115）　I」〕we，1〃o　C〃刎”，p．136．
The　best　proof　of　this　is　the　fact　that　people　living　in　the　vi11ages　waエit　to　move　to　the
cities．11刮　Ha㎡ng　made　this　c1aim，he　then　contradicts　himself　a　few　chapters1ater　in
the　book．As　he　passes　a　tea　plan協tion　near　Hangzhou，he　describes　what　he　sees　as
fo1lows：“It　provides　the　pedect　oriental　scene　with　which　to1eave　Hangzhou．The
1ow　bushes　stretch　away　across　the　rising　ground　to　the　forest　beyond．Here　and
there，bending　over　the　squat，neatly　shaped　bushes，are　gir1s　in　wide　straw　hats，with
deep　woven　baskets　slung　from　their　hips．Rapidly　but　meticu1ously　they　pick　the
young　budding　leaves　of　sphng　which　produce　the　best　green　tea．”l17〕　He　also　makes
it　clear　that　the　real　face　of　China　is　not　the　one　shown　in　brochures．There　are
beggars　and　bums　and　homeless　people，many　ofwhom　s1eep　in　or　near　big　city　train
StatiOnS．118〕
　　　　Politics　do　not　play　a　very1arge　role　in　the　book．　Lowe　does，however，leave　the
reader　with　the　impression　that　China　has　s雌ered　under　communism．Since　Mao
and　the　communists　took　power　in1949，mil1ions　of　peop1e　have　been　either
imprisoned　orexteminated．Therehasbeenmuchbruta11yandpersecution，sowe
are　wamed　not　to　glamorize　China．On　the　other　hand，China　seems　less　depressing
and　gloomy　than　the　Soviet　Union．The　author　even　believes“．．．there　is　a　certain
heroic　element　in　Chinese　communism　which　is　evident　at　the　highest　levels　of　the
government　and　in　the　extraordinary　spirit　and　vitality　sti11to　be　found　among　the
ordina町Chinese．．．”l19〕In　addition，we　are　told　that　Mao　is　one　of　the　giants　of
human　histo町，regardless　of　his　many　fatal　mistakes．His　record　is　a　mixed　record
of　success　and　fai1ure．Deng　Xiaoping三s　the　man　most　responsib1e　for　the　cu耐ent
pragmatic　po1icies　of　China．It　is　thanks　to　him　that　the　count町has　returned　to
nomalcyandthepeoplearenowabletoimprovetheir1ives．
　　　　The　ChinathatLowe　sees　is　arapidlychanging　China．Withoutadoubt，things
are　ge位ing　better．The　country　is　stil1most1y　poor　and　large1y　di1apidated；there　are
large　numbers　ofuneducated　peop1e　and　a　cancerous　bureaucracy．But　it　is　a　unique
cu1ture　v汽th　a　rich　past　and　a　hopeful　future．120〕
　　　　David　Ke11ogg’s1〃∫θ〃肋ψC〃〃αis　an訓together　different㎞nd　of　travel　book．
Publishedin1989，ittakesthefomofaseriesoflettersto出ends，inwhichhede岨i1s
his　expehences　during　the丘ve　years　he　spent　living，teaching，and　trave1ing　in
China，121〕　Having　studied　Chinese　at　the　university，Kellogg　is　pro丘cient　enough　in
the　language　to　move　around　quite　easily　on　his　own．What　makes　his　account
116）　Lowe，∫〃o　C肋舳，p．56，
117）　Lowe，∫〃o　C〃舳，p．111，
118）　It　is　hard　to　imagine　any　count町in　the　world　inserting　pictures　of　such　people　in　their　tourist
brochures．
119）　㎞we，1〃o　C〃舳，p．15，
120〕　Lowe，1〃o　C〃地螂，p．207，
121）　Although　Kel1ogg　does　teach　in　China　for　part　of　his　stay，I　did　not　inc1ude　In　S色〃c此ψC〃伽in　the
Teacher－Traveler　section　because　the　book　deals　mainly　with　his　extensive　tr証vels　around　the　coun吋．
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umsua1is　that　he　goes　to　China　as　a　young　man　of　twen昧four　and　stays　there　long
enough　to　feel　he　is　part　of　the　country．
　　　　Theauthorisnotyournomalforeigner切sitorto　China．Becausehisinancia1
situation　is　a1ways　precarious，he　must　travel　the　most　economical　way　possible．He
rides　the　cheapest　trains　and　buses　and　even　hitchhikes　through　some　areas．
W，enever　he　can，he　stays　at　the　hotels　intended　for　the　poorest　Chinese．　0n
severa1occasions，he　has　to　sleep　in　bus　or　train　stations．　He　likes　to　go　where　other
foreigners　cannot　or　do　not　go，The　more　out－of－the－way　a　p1ace　is，the　more　it
a廿racts　him．The　China　he　describes　is　not　the　China　ofguidebooks，but　the“other”
China，the　one　most　foreigners　do　not　have　the　stamina　or　interest　to　visit．And　yet
the　genera1imprgssions　we　getfrom　his　book　are　very　similar　to　those　found　in　other
works　mentioned　in　this　paper．A　unique　itinerary　does　not　necessarily　guarantee　a
unique　COmmenta収．
　　　　0ne　of　the　first　things　he　takes　the　Chinese　to　task　for　is　their　treatment　of
foreigners．What　bothers　him　the　most　is　the　racial　segregation　common　in　China；it
seems　to　be　an　obsession　with　the　Chinese．In　restaurmts，hospita1s，and　especially
hotels，the　government　strives　hard　to　keep　foreigners　away　from　Chinese．
According　to　Kellogg，the　prob1em　is　not　merely　a　political　or　bureaucratic　one；the
problem　is　that　the　Chinese　fear　and　hate　foreigners．122〕In　this　regard，it　is　much
worse　to　be　black　or　Arab　than　white，for　whites　are　usua11y　treated　a　litt1e　better．
There　is　some　varie蚊in　how　Chinese　treat　white　foreigners：sometimes　they　are
humane，sometimes　obsequious，and　sometimes　mendacious．For　the　most　part，
they　resent　these　people　who　come　from証ar　with1ots　of　money　to　spend，and　view
±hem　mere1y　as　a　source　ofincome．
　　　　Ke1logg　frequent1y　touches　on　the㎞despread　poverly　in　China．It　is　an　extreme
kind　ofpoverly　thatAmericaIls　have　never　seen　and　camotimage．123〕This　ho1ds　true
notonlyforthe　comtryside　butalso　for　the　cities．On1y㎜ymeters　fromTiananmen
Square　in　Beijing，he　walks　through　an　area　with　unbe1ievably　poor　housing　and
terrible　sanitation．He　sees　homeless　peop1e　s1eeping　on　the　street　in　freezing
weather　and　beggars　with　honイble　loo㎞ng　diseases．Such　sights　shock　him．And
he五nds　it　hard　to　be1ieve　that　things　could　have　been　worse　in　the　past．124〕　In　trying
to　live1ike　the　average　Chinese，he　sees　a　style　of1ife　unfami1iar　to　almost　an
foreigners．Much　ofthis肚e　he　describesin　frank　detail．We　aregiven　an　insider’s
view　of　public　toilets　and　other　faci1ities．W，en　he　ventures　into　the　coun吋side　or
mto　the　remote　reglons　of　westem　Chma，the　condlt1ons　are　even　more　appal1mg
What　is　miraculous　is　that　he　is　ab1e　to　endure　and　keep　going，in　spite　of　these
122）　Ke11ogg，〃S2〃o庇〆C〃舳，p．41，
123）　During　Nixon’s　visit　to　China，Americms　were　never　shown　any　pictures　ofthe　underside　of　socie蚊一
124）　Ke11ogg，〃∫ω化尻ψC〃伽，pp．17－18．
obstacles．
　　　　Thro㎎hteachi㎎atamedicalinstituteinBe珂i㎎，hecomesto㎞owali位1eabout
the　Chinese　medical　health　system，The　system　can　proudly　list　among　its
achievements　the　virtua1e1imination　of　such　diseases　as　VD，leprosy，and　smallpox．
But　the　one　aspect　of　the　system　that　he　objects　to　is　the　doctor－patient　relationship．
From　what　he　obseπes，there　seems　to　be1itt1e　or　no　rapport　be1ween　doctors　and
patients，and　the　latter　are　often　be1ittled　and　mistreated，particular1y　if　they　are
i1literate　peasants．Moreover，patients　are　rarelytold　theirfate，forthere　is　afearthat
such　information　might　prove　devastating．Dying　patients　are　treated　like　children
bytheir　family　and　their　doctors．
　　　　The　authorpresents　a　co㎡1icting，almost　contradicto町，image　ofChinese　women．
They　are，he　be1ieves，“ferociously　intel1igent，serious，articu1ate，utter1y　devoid　of
wor1d－weariness　and　cynicism，and　buming　with　cuhosi蚊．”125〕And　he　is　impressed
with　their　imocent　enthusiasm　for　work．In　addition，he　considers　ohental　women
the　most　beaut血11in　the　world，perhaps　one　reason　being　that　they　seem　to　age　very
s1ow1y．What　disappoints　him，however，is　the　immaturily　of　women　his　own　age，
that　is　in　their　mid－twenties．They　tend　to　be　emotiona11y　retarded　due　to　societal
repression：for　example，many　still　play　with　dolls　and　are　a血aid　of　the　dark．And
even　though　they　might　possess　beauty　and　grace，they　are　far　from　enjoyab1e　to　be
with．126〕As　an　aside，he　notes　that　women　comprise　as　much　as　seventy　percent　of
i1literates　but　on1y耐enty－ive　percent　of　university　students．
　　　　Being　a　communist　in　his　political　beliefs，Kellogg　has　high　expectations　for　the
Chinese　experiment　in　socia1ism．伽　When　he　gets　there，however，he　discovers　a
d血erent　China，one　grow1ng　increasinglymatehalistic　under　the　economic　refo㎜s
instituted　by　Deng　Xiaoping．　In　the　mral　areas，it　has　resu1ted　in“a　get－rich　policy
that　can　only　mean　merci1ess　stra冊cation　ofthe　peasantry，and　searing　po1ahzation　of
the　whole　countryside．”128〕　One　of　the　problems　with　the　new　economic
1三beralization，especially　in　the　cities，is　that　prices　go　up　but　sa1aries　remain　the　same．
As　a　result，many　teachers　have　to　moonlight　in　order　to　make　ends　meet．In
Shanghai　the　situation　is　so　bad　that　teachers　are　forced　to　sell　ice－cream　to　students
during　c1ass．Equally　serious　is　the　growing　malnutrition　among　students，who　are
said　to　be　the　most　undemourished　group　in　China．1四〕And　in　the　author’s　opinion，
the　so－cal1ed“free　ente叩rise”system　has　wreaked　havoc　on　education．Now　that
schoo1s　are　required　to　become　more　and　more　se1f－supporting　and　fend　for
　125）　Ke11ogg，1閉∫ε〃c此ψC〃〃”，p．98．
126）　Ke11ogg，〃∫ωκん〆C〃舳，p．187，
127）　His　teaching　salary　is　ive　times　that　of　the　Chinese　te副chers．Being　a　communist　a皿d　believing壬n
total　equa1ily，he　petitions　the　school　to　lower　his　salary　to　the　same　level　as　the　Chinese　s鮒一But　he　is
to1dthatsuchathingisnotpemi肚ed．
128）　Kel1ogg，〃∫ω肥此〆C〃棚，p．90，
129）　Kellogg，〃S3〃c此〆C〃伽，pp．357－358．
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themselves，classes　have　go廿en　bigger，fees　have　been　hiked，and　students　have　been
forced　to　work　part　time＿a　state　of　affairs　that　apparently　tumed　into　a　national
scandal．130〕
　　　　Toward　the　end　ofthe　book，Kellogg　boldly　presents　his　cohc1usions　about　China，
a　countW　in　which　he　lived　so1ong　and　traveled　so　far．
　　　　　　　　　　　China　is　the　future：it　is　more　crowded，more　cu1tured，less
　　　　　　　　　　　private，less　individualized－and，despite　everything，it　does
　　　　　　　　　　　work．　It　is，despite　the　terrible　poverty，a　higher　stage　of
　　　　　　　　　　　civilization　than　Thatcher’s　Britain，just　as　France　in　the1ate18th
　　　　　　　　　　　century　was　a　higher　stage　than　Britain，although　far，far　poorer，
　　　　　　　　　　　aIid　in　some　ways　more　violent　and　cruel．I　be1ieve　the　same
　　　　　　　　　　　thing　holds　for　most　ofthe　stmgg1es　China　faces　today，and　that
　　　　　　　　　　　is　one　reason　why，no　matter　how　hon｛d　and　inflationary　things
　　　　　　　　　　　get，I’m　staying．China　represents　the　future．131〕
　　　　His　final　thoughts　al〕out　China　might　seem　somewhat　optimistic　when　one
considers　the　actual　conditions　that　he　experiences　and　reports　on　during　his　stay．
There　is　no　doubt　that　he　has飢eat　a廿ection　for　the　coun吋；in　a　sense，he　a1most
feels　that　he　has　become　Chinese．For　him，the　details　are　not　as　sign術cant　as　the
overal1picture．
　　　　∫o〃舳ツ’o肋θ〃ゴ〃1θκ〃ψo刎is　the　weakest　of　all　the　books　I　su岬ey　in　this
paper．Written　by　a　you㎎E㎎lishman　named　Christopher　West，it　was　first
published　in1991and　is　stil1easily　obtainable　in　paperback．　This　book，the　shortest
of　a11the　works　discussed　herein，is　an　account　of　a　re1atively　brief　trip　he　made　to
China　in1985（itis　never　made　exact1y　clearhow1ong　he　stayed）．In　spite　ofhaving
no　apparent㎞owledge　ofthe1anguage　or　the　cu1ture，he　traveled　solo　in　backpack
s蚊1e　around　the　comtry　and　then　retumed　home　and　put　his　obseπations　down　on
paper．Westwoteabookthatis　an　exce1lentexamp1e　ofmamateurishe丘oれbyan
amateur　traveler．Even　when　we釦ve　due　weight　to　the　circumstances　and　timing　of
his　trip，we　cannot　but　conclude　that　his　comments　are　extremely　bana1and　his
impressions　ofthe　countW　over1y　simplistic．
　　　　The　major　obstacle　faced　by　atraveler　like　West　is　the　simp1e　fact　thathe　camot
communicate　with　Chinese．Since　he　does　not　speak　Chinese，he　has　to　re1y　on
English－speaking　Chinese　and　forei卿ers，in　order　to　leam　about　the　country．What
we　end　up㎞th　is　aforeigner　going　to　China　and　ta1king　with　otherforeigners，most　of
whom　are　students　or　fe1low　travelers．There　are　at1east　ten　such　encounters　in　the
book．With　one　or耐o　exceptions，the　peop1e　West　meets　along　the　way　are　either
fairly　negative　or　extremely　negative　in　their　views　on　China．In　Guangzhou　he　has
dinner　with　a　Londoner　who　c1aims　that　China　is　dead，moral1y，cultura1ly，and
　130）　Kellogg，〃∫〃κ此ρ戸α伽α，pp．279－280、
131）Kellogg，〃S2〃c免ψC脆伽”，p．376．
economically　and　that　China　is　a　bmtal，conformist，authoritarian，and　xenophobic
country．’ヨ2〕Without　hesitation耐o　foreign　students　in　Nanji㎎te11him　how　much
they　detest　the　country，the　people，and　especially　the　city　of　Nanjing．An　A出can
studying　in　China　admits　that　he　hates　the　Chinese　because　of　their　racist　fee1ings
toward　blacks．In　Be珂ing　a　student　named　Pau1te11s　the　author　that　he　is　extremely
disappointed　with　China　because　the　comtry　has　not1ived　up　to　his　idea1s．It　tums
out　that　the　Chinese　crave　money　and　inf1uence　and　put　their　own　interests　above
those　of　the　commun吋．133〕And　the　other　foreigners　have　similar　or　even　worse
things　to　say　about　China．　The　reader　is　not　given　a　thoughtfu1critique　of　the
coun師’s　numerous　prob1ems．Instead，we　get　emotional　outbursts　of　discontent．
EvenWest　sensesthe　dangerinlisteningto　too　manyofthese　an卿comments．He
needs　to　escape　from　such　peop1e　and“to　be　a1one　with　the　rea1China＿the　China　that
had　vanished　the　moment　I　bec㎜e　surrounded　byWestemers．’舳　Yethe　tends　to
use　such　disgrunt1ed　people’s　opinions　to　create　very　b1eak　images　of　China，
Unfortunately，he　is　unable　to　have呂my　meaningful　discussions　with　the　Chinese．
　　　West　travels　to　China　expechng　a　coun吋oftradidona1beauty　and　culture，but
whathe　discovers　is　something　quite　d血erent．Itis　the　age－o1d　clash　be1ween　image
and　rea1i蚊．Like　most　firs←time　visitors，he　is　stmck　by　the　pove巾，noise，crowds，
and　dirt　that　assau1t　his　senses　frequently　during　the　trip．For　examp1e，he　cannot
believe　how　cmel　and　dirly　the　main　market　in　Canton　is．At　Be珂ing　Station，he
confronts　the“real　China，”as　he　puts　it：“g1obules　of　spitt1e　on　the　hard，slippery
concrete；ruth1ess　pushing　and　sho切ng　round　the　exit；loudspeakers　quacking　and
screaming．”135〕However，the　reader　mightlegitimatelywonder並this　is　the　only“real
China．”Being　a　foreigner，West　becomes　the　target　of　unscrupulous倣i　drivers．
When　he　is　cheated　on　a　fare，he　feels　humi1iated　and　begins　to　distmst　everyone．136〕
He　a1so　gets　frustrated　at　the　bad　sen｛ce　in　hotels　and　restaurants，where　the　system
is　ine血cient　and　the　staff　is　surly．137〕
　　　　To　be　sure，all　is　not　bad．While　he　criticizes　many　p1aces　for　their　primitive
conditions，he　does　find　a　few　sights　that　leave　a　deep　impression．0ne　is　in
Shandong　when　he　looks　out　over　some丘elds．The　scene　moves　him：“It　was　as並
my　mind　had　suddenly　f1oated　free　of　my　body　and　was　hovering　weight1ess　over　the
landscape．In　this　state，I　discovered，itcou1d　dartdown　on　anyactivi蚊andbecome　a
part　of　it．．．I　cou1d　almost　fee1the　spirit　of　the　land　itself＿timeless，nutritive，ho1y．I
132）West，∫o〃舳〃o伽〃刎12K肋gdo閉，p．27，
133）West，∫oω舳〃o伽〃伽2κ〃ψo刎，p．130，
134）West，∫oω舳〃o伽〃棚12κ閉g4o閉，p．130，
135）West，∫oω舳〃o伽〃棚’3κ〃8d舳，p．127，
136）West，∫o”舳〃o伽〃伽‘κ閉g4o刎，p．27．His　reach㎝seems　excessive．Any㎝e　who　travels
much㎞owsthattaxisarea㎞osta1waysaprob1emi皿foreigncountries－
137）West，∫o舳桝o伽〃〃2K伽gdo刎，p．98、
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was　a　part　ofthis　p1ace．”13剖　No　matter　what　cultura1site　he　visits，his　first　reaction　is
usually　the　same：China　does　not　take　care　of　its　heritage．He　has　a　theory　about
Chinese　culture：what　one　sees　at　irst　is　not　so　stri㎞ng；later　it　gets　better；md　then
finally　it　appears　beaut血11．The　lesson　here　is　that　we　cannot　a1ways　tmst　our　initial
impressions．But　those　moments　when　West　is　able　to　experience　bea岬and
happinesstum　outto　be　briefand　soon　disappear．蜘
　　　　The　te苅is　marred　in　mmerous　places　by　silly　and　fatuous　obsemations　that　do
not　make　much　sense　even　when　taken　in　context．Here　are　a　few　representative
examples．“I　cursed　this　comt町and　its　cmel，decei血11inhabitants；I　hated　them，
a1most　as　much　as　I　hated　myself．”’柵〕“The　harshness　of　Guangzhou　was　just　a
memory：traveling，I　realized，meant　motion，and　motion　meant　change，a　pe叩etua1
chance　to　start　again．”141〕“So　much　idea1ism，so　much　waste＿this　countW’s1ife
might　have　been　my　own．”142〕‘What　man㎞nd　needed　was　truth，truth　about　whatwe
are　and　how　we　shou1d　live．It　suddenly　seemed　such　an　unattainab1e　goa1．”143〕Of
course，other　books　contain　howlers，too，but　those　in∫o〃舳ツ’o肋θ〃〃〃θκ〃ψo刎
make　the　writing，which　is　weak　to　begin　with，even　weaker．
　　　　In　spite　ofreceivi㎎a　confusi㎎1y　mixed　setofimpressions，West　reiects　on　his
trip　and　has　noth言ng　but　praise　for　China，　He　te1ls　us　that　he　has　fallen　in1ove　with
the　coun吋，but　only批er　overcoming　his　expectations　and　prejudices．What　tums
him　around　is　a　patient　and　generous　China，which　presents　him　with　a　wonderful
gi血＿”a　glimpse言nto　the　universal　Midd1e　Kingdom　of　the　human　spirit．舳〕This
China，the　one　he　never㎞ew　existed，is　fu11of1並e　and　is　always　cha㎎i㎎．It　is　a
count収of　paradoxes：“tough　and　sentimenta1，ancient　and　nove11y－stmck．”145〕Like
many　other　yomger　travelers，he　is　thankfu1to　China　for　one　more　thing：visiting
such　a　unique　country　changes　his　character　by　forcing　him　to1ook　at　himse1f，his
culture，and　his　beliefs，in　a　tota11y　new　and　cha11enging　way．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　AJoumamstmdAScho1趾
　　　　Perhaps　the　most　aggressive　trave1account　is肋〃〃肋θハo〃〃θ〃Do07by　the
Italian　jouma1ist　Tiziano　Terzani，who　reported　on　China　for　several　European
newspapers　from1980to1984．He　published　his　book　the　following　yeπa血er　being
expelled丘om　China　for　the　artic1es　he　had　written　on　the　coun吋．His　book，which
138）West，∫o舳桝o伽〃〃2κ閉8物刎，pp．103－104．b
139）West，∫o舳舳o伽〃〃2舳8伽刎，p．68，
140）West，〃舳ル伽〃〃2舳8∂o刎，p．34，
141）West，∫o舳桝o伽〃〃2舳g”o刎，p．39，
142）West，伽舳ル伽〃〃θ舳gdo閉，p．41，
143）West，∫o舳州o伽〃伽2舳g”o閉，p．118，
144）West，∫o刎舳〃o伽〃〃3κ閉ψo刎，p．150．I　am　mt　exactly　sure　what　he　means　by“the
universal　Middle　Kingdom　ofthe　human　spirit，”butthe　phrase　does　have副nice　ring．
145）West，∫o舳桝o伽〃〃2κ閉gdo吻，p．156．
isacombinationoftravelogue　and　po1i廿calanalysis，is　subtit1ed‘Travels　inUn㎞o㎜
China．”And　itisthe　un㎞o㎜thathewishestofnd　outabout．With　an　excel1ent
㎞ow1edge　ofthe1anguage　and　the　culture，Terzani　iswe11equipped　to　probebe1ow
the　sudace　and　discover　as　much　as　possible　about　China　in　a11its　aspects．In　his
quest，he　goes　a11over　the　country，often　in　the“hard　seat”c1ass　of　trains　and
sometimes　even　by　bicyc1e．His　frank　account　is　harsh，to　put　it　mildly，for　he
stresses　the　severity　and　fai1ures　ofcommunistm1e．
　　　　In　order　to　repo耐on　China，he　must　talk　with“real”Chinese，but　this　is　not　at　a1l
an　easy　thing　to　do．Foreigners　are　basically　isolated　from　Chinese．They　are
forced　to1ive　in　special　westem－s蚊1e　ap航ments，eat　in　specia1restaurants，stay　in
special　hotels，and　travel　in　specia1train　compartments．What　is　worse　is　that　they
are　controlled　by　the“Barbarian　Hand1ers，”o冊cials　whose　job　is　to　keep　tabs　on
where　they　go　and　whom　they　ta1kwith．There　is　a　complicated　system　ofmles　and
regu1ations　which　make　candid　reporting　thatmuch　more　d岨icult．146〕
　　　　In　Terzani’s　opinion，the　cost　of　communist　victo町has　been　high　in　China．
Since　itis　always　easier　to　destroythan　to　build，the　communistgovemmenthas　been
quick　to　te肌things　down，thus　causing　lots　of　confusion　and　misery．But　it　has　not
been　as　successfulatrebuilding，147〕Withoutadoubt，the　old　Chinais　dead；there　are
fewremains　ofthatremarkable　civilization＿the　Middle　Kingdom．Itistme　that　Mao
Zedong　a位empted，msuccessfu1ly，to　create　acomp1etelynew　socie蚊；however，Mao’s
China　was　never　bom，Deng苅aoping　has　a雌erent　idea：he　wants　to　make　China
into　a　copy　of　the　rest　of　the　world．　China　and　the　Chinese　dese岬e　be1士er，for　they
are　still　a　ve収vibrant　and　talented　peop1e．14副　Terzεmi　sees　a　contradiction　in　the　way
the　govemment　uses　the　past．“The　contradiction　is　this：in　the　context　of　her
relationship　with　the　outside　wor1d，China　boasts　of　her　g1ories　of　the　past　to
compensate　for　the　f射1ures　of　the　present；in　the　context　of　her　socia1development，
that　past　is　refuted　and　destroyed．　The　peop1e　are　being　asked　to　be　proud　of
somethi㎎they㎞ownothingabout．”149〕
　　　　Most　communist　policies　are　judged　to　have　been血ascos．For　thir1y－five　years
thegovemmenthas　emphasizedthe　co1lective肚e，socialistic　education，and　struggles
against　Chinese　tradition　and　human　nature．And　yet　people　in　China　are　for　the
most　part　the　same　as　before：parochial，selfish，and　fami1y－oriented．150〕Even
Confucius　is　becoming　popu1ar　again；in　fact，he　is　being　resurrected　as　the“great
educator．”The　communists　are　using　the　ancient　sage　to　impa竹values　and　idea1s　to
apathetic　md　confused　Chinese　youth．　Driven　by　the　spirit　of　an　earlier　age，peop1e
　146）　Terzani，B2〃〃励2ハo〃〃肋〃Dooπ，p．255．
147）　Terzani，32〃〃f伽ハo〃〃伽閉Do07，p．56，
148）　　Terzani，B2此δ伽4励2ハoτ肋ddε閉工〕oor，P．20．
I49）　Terzani，B8〃〃肋2ハ舳〃〃舳Dooプ，p．162，
150）　Terzani，B‘〃〃肋2ハ〃肋〃3〃Do07，p．117．
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who　are　now　in　their　forties　and耐ties　never　asked　questions；they　just　worked　hard
and　sacri血ced　for　the　Motherland．Buttheir　children　are　d岨erent．They　behave　in
ways　that　are　shocking　to　the　older　generation．　Not　knowing　how　to　handle　the
problem，the　govemmentsimplyblames　eve畝hing　on　the“Spiritua1Po1lution’’which
has　seeped　in　from　the　West．Peop1e　are　considered“po11uted”if　they　are　too
modem，Westem，or　bourgeoisie，or　ifthey　are　indecent，anti－socia1ist，or　crihcal　of
the　communistparly．151〕Whatthis　means　is　that　the　pa巾and　the　govemment　are　in
danger　of1osing　a　great　dea1＿the　high　prestige　that　they　once　enjoyed，the　respect　of
the　people，and　the　dream　ofcommunism．
　　　　Terzani　has　strong　opinions　on　the　successes　and　f汕ures　of　Deng’s　China．　First
ofall，thanks　to　Deng，China　has　begm　to　open　its　doors　to　the　outside　wor1d，　0ut　of
economic　necessi蚊，it　has　had　to　adopt　and　adaptWestem　standards　in　many　areas，
for　example，the　economy，culture，and　fashion．This　process　has　not　a1ways
produced　welcome　resu1ts．It　is　causing　China　to　renounce　its　uniqueness．And
that，in　tum，could1ead　to　an　inferiority　complex　and　possibly　a　back1ash，either
against　the　govemment　or　the　West．152〕However，for　the　moment，De㎎’s　China
looks　like　any　other　country：people　dress　color血11y；people　talk　to　each　other；lovers
walk　hand　in　hand；chi1dren　dream　of　being　something；ci蚊s吋1ines　are　changing；
and　mral　areas　are　being　divided　into　sma1l　p1ots　for　individua1families．153〕But　it　is
also　a　time　of　deep　ideological　and　cultura1co皿血sion，for　the　new　China　is　a　place
without　faith　or　idea1s．As　a　result，there　has　been　an　increase　in　crime　and
executions．The　govemment　has　instituted　a　controversial　one－chi1d　policy　which　is
cmel　and　hard　on　mothers；in　addition，it　is　producing　a　generation　of　spoi1ed　peop1e，
For　be廿er　and　worse，it　is　completely　different　China．
　　　　The　author　is　dismayed　by　much　of　what　he　sees　during　his　travels　in　China．1副
Take　the　capital，for　examp1e．Since1949，Be屯ing，once　a　splendid　and　magn血cent
city，has　been　tumed　into　a　shape1ess　slum．What　specific　changes　have　the
communists　made　to　the　cityP　First，they　tom　down舶＝y一丘ve　arches　or　gates　and
razed　the　walls　that　once　ringed　the　c晦；of8000momments，they　destroyed　a1l　but
seventy　eight；they　rapidly　put　up1ots　of　substandard　bui1dings；they　a1tered　the　city’s
traditional　orientation　from　north／south　to　east／west；and　they　demolished　ha肚ofthe
surface　of　old　Be珂ing．155〕Terzani　says　that　the　ci蚊has　become　an　unhea1thy　place
because　ofthe　large　number　ofcoa1－buming　factories　bui1twithin　the　cily　limits　since
the　Great　Leap　Forward　in1958．Temp1es　were　converted　into　factories，which
151）　Terzani，B2〃閉∂肋2ハo〃〃幽蜆1〕o〃，p．243，
152〕　Terzani，B2〃〃∂肋‘ハo”〃〃舳Do07，p．13，
153）　Terzani，B2〃閉”肋2ハo〃〃伽〃Do〃，p．15，
154）　Terzani，B2〃〃∂肋2ハo”〃〃舳Do07，pp．195－197，
155）　Terzani，B2〃〃4肋2ハ07ω〃〃Do07，pp．25－27．
means　that　the　peop1e　have　no　real　temples　to　use　for　re1igious　pu叩oses．156〕The
author　also　regrets　the　destruction　of　the乃〃’o〃9　（1anes）　and　courtyard　houses，for
they　were　the1ast　bastion　of　privacy　and　individua1ism．157）In　sum，a血er　thi巾一five
years　of　rule　by　the　communists，Be帥ng　is　a　capital　which　is　neither　Chinese　nor
socialist．　He　wonders　in　fact　ifit　is　a　real　ci蚊at　a11．
　　　　0ther　places　receive　equa11y　harsh　criticisms．Manchuria　is“the　symbol　of　the
co㎡Osion，the　disarray，the　mismanagement，the　crisis　of　con五dence　that　grips　the
who1e　country．”15君〕The　c吋of　Harbin　is“dirl1y，dilapidated　and　malodorous，a　good
examp1e　of　what　the　Chinese　revo1ution　in　Manchuria　inherited　from　the　past　and
m…maged　to　squander．”159〕Taiyum　in　Shanxi　Pro切nce　was　a　fabulous　ci蚊，but　now　it
is“an　evil－smelling　cluster　ofdilapidated　houses曲th　open，common　toilets　exposed　to
the　street．”1㎝〕Pingyao，a　sma1ler　ci蚊in　the　same　province，is“a　collection　of　al1that
the　loca1authorities　do　not　want　the　visitor　to　see．A皿the　streets　are　unpaved　and
covered　with　a　mixture　of　mud　and　excrement；rich　old　mansions　built　of　stone　are
crammed　with　derelict　people．．．州1the　temples　and　historic　monuments　described　by
a　guidebook　of　the　j肚ies　are　in　mins．”161）　Lhasa，the　capital　ofTibet，has　two　distinct
sections：one　for　Chinese，which　is　clean　and　modem，and　one　for　Tibetans，which　is
di岬and　feudal．The　city　is　primitive．When　walking　along　the　street，the　author
sees　within　a　few　hours“a　woman　giving　birth，a　man　dying　in　the　crowd，and　an　old
woman　drinking　the　urine　of　a　li廿1e　boy　beside　her．”1硯〕This，in　genera1，is　the　tone
he　main伽ins　throughout　his　travels．No　matter　what　part　ofChina　he　visits，he　finds
litt1e　to　praise　but　much　to　criticize．A1most　everything　he　obseπes　is　a　failure，and
communist　policy　bears　responsibility　for　the　failures．For　him，the　past　was　good
and　the　present　is　bad．There　is　notmuchjoy　in　his　book．
　　　　In　recent　years　few　women　have　written　travel　accounts　of　China．0ne
exception　is　Professor　Hill　Gates，an　American　scho－ar　who　specia1izes　in　Chinese
anthropology．0ver　a　period　of　eight　years，from1988to1996，she　made　severa1
trips　to　Sichuan　Province，1iving　there　for　a　mmber　of　months，mainly　in　the　capital
ci蚊of　Chengdu．　Her　travels　took　her　throughout　the　province　and　into　other　areas
of　southwest　China．　In1999，she　published　a　book　entit1ed工oo肋〃g力7C肋〃g〃，
which　is　the　story　of　her　adventures　in　China．　She　went　to　China　with　a　solid
grounding　in　Chinese　language　and　culture，having　previously　lived　several　years　in
Taiwan．
　　　　Gateswantsher“jouma1ofajoumey”tobed岨erentfromthose　thatcamebefore．
　　156）　Terzヨmi，B3〃棚d肋2Fo〃〃”舳1〕o〃，pp．32－33．
157）　Terzani，Bθ〃閉”肋2ハo〃〃伽勉Do〃，pp．36－37，
158）　Terz畠mi，B2〃〃∂肋2ハo沁〃幽〃Dooγ，p．75，
159）　Terzani，B2〃伽〃加ハ〃〃〃肋Do07，p．86，
160）　Terzani，B2〃〃∂肋2ハo沁〃4舳1〕o〃，p．171，
161）　Terzmi，B2〃閉”肋2ハo〃〃伽〃Do〃，p．173，
162）　Ter腕ni，B2〃〃d肋色ハ〃〃〃舳1）o07，p．149．
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In　the　past，most　travel　accounts　treated　Chinese　like　an　alien　race　with　an
u㎡athomable　cu1ture．It　is　rare，she　says，to　fnd　books　of　this　genre　in　which　the
Chinese　appear　as　pedectly　ordinary　people，living　ordinarylives　and　making　the　most
of　their　opportunities．163〕　The　places　she　visits　and　describes　are　fair1y　typical　of
China　in　the　late1980s．　So，in　theory，her　obseIvations　should　not　di丘er　all　that
radica11y　from　others　written　in　the　same　period．However，as　we　sha11see，they　do，
because　she　inte叩rets　almost　every　aspect　ofChinese1並e　in　a　positive　light．
　　　　Most　travel　accounts　tend　to　emphasize　how　poor　and　di刊＝y　China　is．While
admiωng　that　the　main　streets　are　ug1y　and　tra箇c－infested，Gates　praises　the　back
allies　as　p1aces　where　people　can　live　in　comfort　and　neighbor1iness．1ω　When　she
visits　the　houses　and　apa耐ments　offriends，she　is　struck　by　the　contrastbetween　their
una廿ractive　exteriors　and　their　comfortable　interiors．　A1l　apPear　very　clean　and廿ee
ofve㎜in＿theyareresidenceswhichtheinhabitantscanbeproudof165〕0nehouse
丘onts　a　narrow　a11eyway，but　is　spacious，bright，and　nice．Another　is“small　and
dark　and　crowded”but　homey．柵　She　describes　the　buildings　in　a　housing　unit　for
workers　as“perhaps　the　ugliest…m＝angements　for1iving　on　this　earth，”for　they　have
no　greenery，are　crudely　put　together，and　are　surrounded　by　pollution・
Neve竹he1ess，she　claims　that　the　peop1e　lMng　there“o丘en　view　their　housing　as　fully
adequate，homey，and　unpretentious．”167〕Overan，the　people　she　meets　look　neat　and
healthy．　Their　clothes　are　scrubbed　cleaI1．　Although　she　no廿ces　lots　of　super匝cial
diれ，she　explains　that　it　is　d血cu1t　for　poor　peop1e　to　keep　eve巾hing　c1ean　a1l　the
time．Whereas　the　great　majori1y　offoreigners　make　aloud　ruckus　overthe　sad　state
of　toilet　hygiene　in　China，Gates　merely　states　that　a　certain　toi1et　is　primitive；she
never　takes1t　as　an　endurmg　characterlst1c　of　Chmese　culture　When1t　comes　to
eating，she　voices　few，if　any，complaints　about　the　Chinese　food　that　is　available．
She　likes　it　because　it　is　healthy　and　there　is　lots　of　variety．　At　a　roadside　stal1in
Yuman　Pro㎡nce，she　eats　a　de1icious　lmch　in　an　incredible　ambience，but1ater　that
day　she　has　such　a　terrible　case　of　bad　gut　that　she　has　to　rest　for　several　days．　And
yet　she　b1ames　no　one　but　herself，and　says　nothing　unkind　about　the　sanita町
con伽ons．AnotherpointthatsetsherapartfromotherWestemtrave1ersisthatshe
a1most　neyer　complains　about　the　inadequate　se㎡ce　in　restaurants　and　hotels．It　is
obvious　that　she　is　extreme1y　undersセmding　of　other　cultures　and　their　indigenous
standards．
　　　　Since　the　author　has　am　interest　in　women’s　lives　and　problems，she　strives　to
163）　Gates，〃o肋閉gヵ7C肋昭物，p－viii．
164）　G副tes，〃o〃閉gヵガC肋閉g伽，p－22，
165）　G副tes，〃o〃閉g力7C脆舳g伽，p．29，
166）　Gates，〃o伽閉g力7C肋閉g伽，p．91，
167）Gates，〃o冶伽〃α2閉g伽，P．102。
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meet　and組1k　with　as　many　d岨erent　women　as　possible．1㈱　Her　book　has　ve町1ittle
to　say　about　Chinese　men，main1y　because　she　spends　most　ofher　time　with　women．
Though　it　is　di血cult　for　foreigners　to　do　so，she　makes　good　friends　among　the
women　she　comes　into　contactwith，and　in　the　process　she　is　ab1e　to　leam　a　lot　about
the　current1ives　ofChinese　women　in　Chengdu．She　has　nothing　but　praise　for　their
hard　work，inte1ligence，competence，and　fortitude．She　is　also　impressed　by　the
civi1i1y　of　children，who　do　not　shout　or　ca1l　her　names．It　seems　to　her　that　they　are
better　discip1ined　tha二n　the　children　she　saw　in　Taiwan　in　the1960s　and1970s．1石9〕In
fact，throughout　her　stays　in　China，she　is　never　cheated　or　treated　badly　（or肚such
things　actually　did　happen，she　never　mentions　them）．The　impression　we　come
away　with　is　that　the　Chinese　are　a　proud　and　decent　people，who　in　many　respects
arenotallthatd岨erentfromWestemers．
　　　　Chinese　socie1y　does　have　its　prob1ems，however，and　Gates　touches　on　a　few
that　are　ofconcem　to　her．By　talkingwith　women　in　the　nearbyvillages，she1eams
ofthe　prevalence　offilicide，or　the　kming　ofunwanted　daughters．　Regard1ess　of　their
economic　status，mostparents　dis1ike　having　daughters，because　they　have　to　provide
a　subsセmtia1dow町in　order　to　man7them　o丑．As　a　resu1t，many　girls　are　ki11ed　at
birth　in　a　number　of　gruesome　ways．170〕This　has　led　to　an　increasing1y　serious
imbalance　in　the　ma1e／female　popリlation　raho．Men，especia1lypoormen，are　having
a　harder　time五nding　wives．But　at　the　same　time，the　population　continues　to　grow
and　grow．W，erever　she　trave1s　in　China，she　fee五s　the　pressure　of　ove叩opulation．
There　is　no　place　for　so　many　extra　people　to　migrate　to．Abouthalfthe　population　of
China　wou1d　have　to　be　sent　elsewhere　in　order　to　lessen　the　pressure　of　so　many
peop1e　on　so　limited　an　area．But　no　count町or　continent　in　the　wor1d　wou1d　be
㎜11mgto　accept　such　alarge　number　oflmmlgrants　So　the　govemment　adopted　the
one－chi1d　po1icy　in　an　attempt　to　slow　down　population　growth．The　po1icy　has
turned　out　to　be　very　unpopu1ar　（and　ineifective）　in　the　rural　areas．　It　is　so
unpopu1ar，in　fact，that　the　govemment　has　given　up　trying　to　strictly　e㎡orce　the　mle
outside　the　cities．171〕
　　　　The　more　Gates　sees　of　the“new”China，the　more　it　reminds　her　of　pre－1949
socie蚊。　There　is　a　powe㎡ul　class　of　o血cia1s　that　has　the　abi1i蚊to　obtain　essential
supp1ies，job　security，and　po1itical　protec廿on．　Private　production　is　permi廿ed　on　a
limited　scale，main1y　because　it　helps　reduce　social　tensions．The　introduction　of
petty　capitalism　has　resulted　in　more　corruption　and　even　at　times　exploitation．172〕
Somepeop1eare1essthanenthusiasticabouteconomicrefo㎜s．Theyaredisturbed
　168）　Her　ideological　beliefs趾e　quite　clear．She　ca11s　herselfa　socialist／feminist、
169）　Gates，〃o肋昭力r　C肋閉g〃，p．18，
170）　Gates，〃o肋閉g力7C肋昭伽，p．151，
171）　Gates，〃o肋〃gカヅC肋〃g伽，pp．224－224，
172）　Gates，〃o肋〃g力τC肋閉8伽，p．202．
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bythefactthattherefo㎜sappearuncon吐o11edandtheresu1tsdisorderly．Thereis
more　wor1d1iness　now　and　less　lack　of　direction；no　one　seems　to　have　a　clear　idea　of
what1ies　ahead．173〕What　is　most　troub1ing　is，without　a　doubt，the　comエption　that
p1agues　socie蚊廿om　top　to　bottom．It　has　become　the　essence　ofthe　new　system　of
post－Mao　economic　reforms，which　in　large　part　amounポ‘to　the　appropriations　of
pub1ic　goods　by　private　persons　with　good　connections．舳　It　shou1d　be　emphasized
that“connections”　（g〃α〃〃）are　a　natura1feature　of　Chinese1前e；they　are　necessaIy
for　can7ing　out　a1most　any　transaction．However，the　problem　of　comections　o丑en
leadsdirect1ytotheproblemofco㎜p廿on，Thisisastructura1weaknessofsocie蚊
thatforeign　businessmen　in　China　always　tend　to　stress．
　　　　Even　though　she　is　extreme1y　sympathetic　to　China，Gates　does　experience　some
cross－cu1tura1con皿icts．　Vrhen　she　is　with　Chinese，she　discovers　that　she　is　unable
to　do　anything　on　her　own，no　matter　how　trivia1．It　is　simp1y　not　considered
acceptable，and　she　has　to　do　as　eveWone　e1se　does．　At　several　points　in　her　travels，
she　just　wants　to　be　a1one，but　her　friends　do　not　allow　it．’75〕The　reason　is　c1ear：the
Chinese　do　not　recognize　the　U．S．concept　of　personal　autonomy．Regardless　of　the
situation，there　is　strong　Pressure　to　subordinate　ones　fee1ings　and　v㎡shes　to　those　of
the　group．Because　of　the　excessive　so1icitude　and　inf1e対ble　m1es，she　becomes　so
fmstrated　at　times　that　she　gets　angry　and　shouts．Gates，who　is　the　most　cu1turally
sensitive　of　our　travelers，admits　that　there　are　occasions　when　she　dislikes　being
bound　by　another　socie蚊’s　customs，
　　　　She　concludes　by　saying　that　friends　of　China　（and　she　certainly　considers
herse肚one）　have　the　responsibi1ity　to　te11cer固in　truths　about　the　countl・y：“truths
about　common　humanity，about　the　indMdua1ism　of　Chinese．．．，about　the　d肚iculties
and　successes　of　leaping　a　cu1tura1gap．”17刮　Hers　is　a　very　understanding　and　positive
view　of　China，What　she　sees　and　admires　is　a　China　trying　to　find　its　place　in　the
modemworld．
Teacher－Tmvelers
　　　　As　Chinabegan　to　open　its　doors　to　the　outsidewor1d　follo㎞ng　the　death　ofMao，
it　became　necessary　to　invite　foreigners　to　teach　certain　subjects　that　the　Chinese
themselves　were　unable　to　teach，foreign1anguages，for　examp1e，especia1ly　English．
Before　long　there　were　several　programs　in　place　to　recruit　young　people　to　come　to
China　and　spend　two　years　as　Eng1ish　teachers　at　colleges　and　universities
throughout　the　country．Most　are丘om　the　U．S．and　the　U．K，and　most甜e　yomg，
although　there　has　also　been　a　number　of　middle－aged　and　older　teachers．A　two一
173）　Gates，1．oo〃〃gカヅC肋閉gd〃，p．24，
174）　G田tes，〃o〃閉g力7C肋閉g伽，p，86，
175）　Gates，工oo〃刑g力7C脆舳gd”，pp．121－122，
176）　Gates，工oo肋閉g力7C肋〃gd”，p．242．
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year　stay　gives　the　teachers　a　good　chance　to　see　China　at　the　grass　roots　level　and　to
trave1around　the　country．A趾er　retuming　home，some　of　the　participants　write
books　about　their　experiences，some　of　which　are　unique，humorous，and
enlightening．The　books　are　actual1y　a1i肚1e　hard　to　c1ass晦，for　they　are　not　mere1y　a
record　of　travel　or　a　description　of　socie1y．They　are　a　combination　of　both　and，for
lackofabe肚ertem，areusuallyincludedintheadventure／travelgenre．
　　　　0f　aI1the　books　in　this　genre，Mark　Sa1zma■i’s〃o〃α〃∫肋1has　undoubted1y
sold　the　most　copies　and　exerted　the　greatest　influence．It　was　first　pub1ished　in
1986，and　is　still　on　the　travel　section　shelves　ofbookshops，both1arge　and　sma1l．In
1989itwas　even　made　into　a　movie　with　the　author　playing　the1ead　ro1e．177〕〃o〃o〃
∫倣is　the　story　of　a　young　American　man，杜esh　out　of　college，who　goes　to　China　in
1982to　teach　English　for　lwo　years　at　Hunan　Medical　College　and　to1eam　Chinese
martia1a耐s　in　his　spare　time．Ha㎡ng　majored　in　Chinese　at　Ya1e，Salzman　has　the
advantage　of　being　fluent　in　the　language，which　makes　his　stay　in　China　more
enjoyable　andproduc七ve．However，always㎞o㎞㎎whatisbeing　said　can　attimes
lead　to　frustration　because　there　is　no　intermediary　to　interpret　or　fi1ter　out　the
unpleasant　nuances．
　　　　On　the血rst　page　of　the　book　the　author　displays　his　dislike＿hatred　might　be　a
better　word＿for　the　Chinese　bureaucracy．　At　the　end　of　his　stay，while　trying　to
leave　the　country　with　a　large　bag　of　martia1航s　equipment，he　is　forced　to　endure
what　he　considers　a　totally　unnecessary　bureaucratic　mnaround．17呂〕　He　ca1ls　it　a
game　and　even　gives　it　a　name：“Let’s　Make　a　Regulation．”17帥　It　is，he　believes，the
favorite　pastime　of　o舖cia1s　a1l　over　China．It　is　the　one　feature　of　presenトday　China
that　perturbs　him　throughout　his　stay．The　Chinese　govemment　seems　to　have　a
regulation　for　a1most　everything，especiallywhen　the　person　invo1ved　is　aforeigner．
　　　　His丘rst　day　in　China　is　miserab1e．Once　he　arrives　in　Canton　he　is　pushed
around　by　bossy　officials　at　China　Travel　Semice，which“specializes　in　imposing
se岬ices　on　foreigners　and　then　failing　to　carry　them　out　proper1y，thus　creating　a
need　for　more　se㎡ces．’’1呂o〕No　matter　howwel1he　speaks　the　language，the　Chinese
force　him　to　do　thingstheforeignway，thatis　to　saythe　expens三veway．The　more　he
tries　to　argue　his　point，the　more　intransigent　and　vengeful　the　other　side　becomes．
Whathedoesnot㎞owatthispointisthatit㎞l1basicallybethesameformostofhis
stay　in　the　country．
　　　　A　few　months　later　Sa1zman　has　a　discouraging　experience　with　the　o血cials　of
　177）　The　movie〃o閉α〃∫倣，which　c㎜e　out　in1991，is　loosely　based　on　the　book．1t　is　a　story　about
m㎞a1arts，1ove，md　cultur副1d岨erences，
178）　Admitted1y，Salzman　is　carrying　a　strange　assortment　of　things　out　of曲e　com岬：五ve　swords，four
sabers，丑staff，a　halberd，two　hooked　swords，some　knives　and　a　nine－section　steel　whip．It　is
mderstandable，I　think，thatthe　Chinese　o血cials趾e　somewhat　suspicious．
179）　Saレman，〃o閉α〃S倣，p．3，
180）　S池man，〃o挽例4∫倣，p．6．
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the　Post　O血ce　and　the　Foreign　A団airs　Bureau　in　Chmgsha，the　ci1y　in　Hunan　where
he　teaches．When　he　deve1ops　a　bad　case　of　athlete’s　food，he　searches　for　some
1oca1medicine，but　is　to1d　there　is　none　because　the　disease　has　been　comp1etely
e1iminated　in　China．He　sends　to　Hong　Kong　for　the　medicine，and　it　soon　anイves．
However，he　camot　get　it　from　the　Post　O茄ce　without　paying　a　special　tax，which
tums　outto　be　more　than　the　originalva1ue　ofthe　medicine．To　make　matters　worse，
the　worker　at　the　Post0笛ce　is　rudeεmd　hostile．Since　he　was1ed　to　be1ieve　that
foreign　teachers　were　exempt　from　the　tax，he　decides　to　take　his　comp1aint　to　the
Foreign　Affairs　Bureau＿the　college　office　in　charge　of　a11matters　related　to
foreigners．The　o血cia1s　there　c㎝not　help　him，however．They　politely　explain　that
the　tax　is1evied　because　it　is　insulting　to　China　if　peop1e　import　expensive　foreign
goods　instead　of　using　readi1y　available　Chinese　substitutes．　He　tries　to　exp1ain　that
there　is　no　substitute，but　it　is　to　no　avai1．　By　accident，however，…mother　foreigner
sees　Sa1zman’s　package　on　a　shelf　at　the　Post　Office，picks　it　up，and　brings　it　to　him，
without　of　course　paying　the　tax．　The　author　feels　elated，thinking　that　he　has　finally
beaten　the　system．Then　the　mai1for　foreigners　at　the　college　suddenly　stops　being
delivered．Realizi㎎thatthe　Post0価ce　is　nowge肚ingitsreve㎎e，he㎞owshehas
no　choice　but　to　pay　the　original　tax．　0nce　he　does　that，all　the　teachers　start　getting
their　mai1again．W11at　he　leams　from　this　incident　is　that　there　is　no　way　to　defeat
the　Chinese　bureaucracy．1呂1〕
　　　　○血cia1s　are　not　the　on1y　people　who　irritate　him．He　has　a　run－in　with　a　girl
working　in　the　co甜ee　shop　at　a　Hangzhou　hotel．Since　the　sign　says“Co廿ee　Shop，”
he丘gures　it　wi1l　be　easy　to　get　a　cup　ofco価ee，but　he　is　wong．She　wil1not　let　him
in　un1ess　he　pays　the　ive－do11ar　cover　charge　for　the　disco　that　adjoins　the　co丘ee　shop．
He　asks　why　he　shou1d　have　to　pay　the　charge，for　it　is　only　a　litt1e　a血er　seven　and　the
da口cing　does　not　begin　unti1nine．　Vrhen　he　suggests　ordering　a　co且ee　to　go，she
te1ls　him　that　is　impossible　because　the　cups　cannotleave　the　shop．So　he　goes　back
to　his　room，gets　his　o㎜mug，retums　to　the　shop，and　asks　her　to　m　it　with　co∬ee．
She　does　as　he　requests　md　charges　him　five　dollars　for　the　co丘ee，which　isive　times
the　regu1ar　cost　of　a　do11ar　a　cup．Her　exp1anation　is　that　his　mug　is　oversized．
When　he　protests　that　he　only　asked　for　one　cup，she　takes　it　and　pours　most　of　the
co舐ee　out　of　the　window．182〕In　China，peop1e㎞th　any　kind　of　authorily，no　matter
how　minor　or　insignificant，tend　to　wield　it1ike　a　battering　ram．And　if　the
co㎡卜ontation　is“us　against　them，”it　becomes　a1l　that　more　intense．Sakman　feels
that“humi1iating　un㎞tting　foreigners　is　something　ofapopu1ar　sportin　China．”1鋤
　　　　Living　in　one　place　for－wo　years　gives　him　the　oppo竹uni蚊to　meet　and　make
181）　Sa屹m≡m，1〃閉〃”∫棚，pp．40－43，
182）　Sa屹ma皿，〃o閉伽d∫倣，pp．188－190，
183）　S地man，1〃閉α〃∫倣，p，67．
friends　with　ordina町Chinese，With　his　excel1ent　Chinese　abili蚊，he　is　ab1e　to　talk
with　peop1e　about　many　d岨erent　topics．What　he丘nds，however，is　a　cultural　gap
that　makes　mutual　understanding　much　more　di血cult．Here　is　an　examp1e　of　the
gap．When　he　gets　to　know　a　young　calligraphy　master　named　Hai　Bin　pretly　we11，
he　asks　him　what　are　the1wo　things　he　thinks　about　most．Hai’s　answer　is　eating
and　s1eeping．0f　all　the　possible　answers，these　two　seem　a　little　frivolous　to
Salzman．In　reply　to　the　same　question，Salzman　says　that　he　wants　people　to　like
him　md　that　he　wants　to　be　very　good　at　something．This　answer　Hai　finds　rather
curious．　He　explains　it　this　way：“．．．these　goa1s［being　liked　and　being　good　at
something］can　be　achieved　so　easily！A1l　you　have　to　do　is　be　kind　and　work　hard．
But　to　eat　and　sleep　we11，that　is　a　di血cu1t　wish，because　you　cannot　contro1these
things　yourse1f．”1冨4〕These　two　young　men，both　of　whom　are　wei1－educated　and
sincere，1ook　at　the　wor1d　in　complete1y　d岨erentways．
　　　Through　his　Chinese　studies　and　his　martial　arts　training，Sa1zman　leams　about
the　depth　ofthe　teacher－studentre1ationship　in　Chinese　sociely．An　important　p航of
the　teacher’sjob　is　to　look　a二肚er　the　student．His　c1assica1Chinese　teacher，a　woman
named　Wei，thes　to　be　his　teacher　in　the　traditional　Chinese　way．She　wants　to　do
eve｝hing　for　him．At　first　the　young　American五nds　her　behavior　intrusive　and
ove叩rotective．　Before　long，however，he　begins　to　appreciate　her　kindness．　Her
advice　helps　him　sun加e　the　d肚iculties　ofeve町day1並e　in　China．She　is　avery　warm
person．0ne　eveningwhenheretumslate　intheeveni㎎fromatriptoWuhan，heis
surpdsed　to　begreeted　atthe　co1lege　gate　byTeacherWei．He　asksher並sheis　on
her　way　somewhere．She　says　that　she　has　been　waiting　on　him．‘This　is　your血rst
trip　in　China，”she　reminds　him．“How　shamefu1it　wou1d　be旺no　one　greeted　you
when　you　came　home．”185〕
　　　　Certain　aspects　of　Chinese1並e　shock　the　author．　Riding　the1oca1trains　is　an
experience　he　never　wishes　to　repeat，mainly　because　of　the　mbearably　crowded　and
dirty　conditions．　Then　there　is　the　spitting．　On　his　arriva1at　the　co11ege，he　is
introduced　to　the　administrators，and　it　is　during　this　ceremony　that　the　person　next
to　him，Comrade　Lin，noncha1antly　spits　on　a　wall　a　few　feet　away．Salzman’s　irst
reaction　is　to　laugh，but　then　he　realizes　that　no　one　else　is　bothered　in　the1east．
Hygiene　becomes　an　issue　during　an　outing㎡th　some　locai五shermen．When　the
sma11boat　they　are　in　arrives　at　the　riverbank，the　fishermen’s　wives　bring　them
snacksand　drinks．蛆ereating，the血she㎜en釦1usethehverasatoi1etandthen
wash　up　in　the　same　water．The　author　is　invited　to　do　so，too．His　refusal　confuses
the　ishermen　and　their　wives．“．．．eve町one　agreed　that　it　was　an　odd　thing　that
Americans，who　supposedly　live　in　a　fantastica1血ture－world，undersセmd　so　little　about
　184）　S別1zmm，〃o〃o〃∫倣，p．100．
185）　Salzma皿，〃o〃o〃∫倣，p．39．
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personal　hygiene．”18刮
　　　　Salzman　does　praise　the　Chinese　for　their　abili蚊to　endure　things　that　most
Westemers　could　never　endure．0ne　isthe　end1ess　and　endlesslybohngmeeOngs．．
W1len　a1l　of　the　foreigners　in　Hunan　gather　for　a　banquet　on　October1，China’s
National　Day，they　are　treated　to　a　big　mea1plus　a　three－hour　speech　describing　in
mind－numbing　detail　the　progress　that　the　pro㎡nce　has　made　under　the　leadership　of
the　communist　parlly．At丘rst　Salzman　camot　mders協nd　how　the　Chinese　are　ab1e
to　put　up　with　such　tedious…血airs．　But　he　soon　discovers　the　secret：listening　is
optional．It　is　all　right　to　ta1k，sleep，stretch，or　do　other　things　during　meetings．
0ne　Chinese　gentleman　tells　him　that　meetings　are　on1y　boring　if　you　are　actua1ly
listening．1筥7〕　In　other　words，there　are　usually　very　practical　Chinese　solutions　for　the
problems　one　has　to　face　in　eve収day1並e．
　　　　In1987－1988，Bi1l　Holm，who　was　in　his　mid－foれies　at　the　time，went　to　China
and　spent　one　year　teaching　American　culture　to　Chinese　students　at　a　universi1y　in
Xian．W，at　he　saw　in　China　became　the　basis　for　his　book　Co〃〃g　Ho舳C7α砂，
which　first　came　out　in1990．In　addition　to　being　a　literature　professor　at　a　small
Minnesota　college，he　is　also　an　essayist　and　a　poet．His　China　book　is　illed　with　a
lot　of　good－natured　and　humorous　comments．He　tells　us　what　he　likes　and　what　he
dislikes　about　the　count町and　the　people．When　he　comp1ains，his　comp1aints　are
never　mean－spirited　or　gratuitous．The　problems　he　encounters　there　o丑en　have
their　counterparts　in　America＿a　point　he　is　quick　to　emphasize．In　fact，it　is　no
exaggeration　to　say　that　by　going　to　China　he1eams　as　much　aもout　himself　and
America　as　he　does　about　China．
　　　　0ne　ofthe趾stthi㎎s　Holm　makes　clearishowhard　itis　to㎞owChina．“No
Westemer，”he　says，“everreally㎞owsanythi㎎aboutChina．Itistoobig，tooo1d，
too　comp1icated，too　unlike　an煎hing　in　our　ha肚一world　made　by　P1ato，St．Pau1，and　the
British　NaW．Even　the　Chinese　have　a　hard　go　of　it　to　master　their　own　civi1ization
and，except　for　Pahy　hacks，generalize・timid1y　about　China．’舳　And　since　he　cannot
speak　or　read　Chinese，his　task　is　made　even　more　d岨icult．From　the　beginning，he
tries　to　discountthe　importance　ofstereotypes：“Chinaisa11the　clich6’s　aforeigner　has
ever　heard＿di巾，overcrowded，chaotic，oppressive，poor　beyond　imagining．These
are　not　remarkable　facts　about　China，though　they　are　true．”1冨9〕In　order　to　su㎡ve　in
China，a　foreigner　has　to1ose　his　cultura1moorings　and　let　himself　go　kind　of　crazy．
And　this　is　exactly　what　happens　to　the　author．0nce，three　months　into　his　stay，he
wakes　up㎝e　moming　and　discovers　thathe　has　re1eased　himse肚rom　his　setway　of
thinking；in　other　words，he　has“gone　kind　of　crazy”（hence，the　title　of　the　book）．
　186）　S副1zman，〃o切螂〃∫棚，p．128．
187）　S疵mm，〃o例α〃∫倣，p．162，
188）　Ho1m，0o〃惚Ho舳C刎砂，pp．20－21，
189）　Ho1m，Co〃昭Ho舳C〃η，p．11．
A肚erthat，nothing　is　everthe　same　again：he　begins　to　feel　happy　and1ove　China．
　　　　There　is　much　about　Chinese　cu1ture　that　Holm　finds　charming．He　sees　a
people　with　a　sho他ge　of　materia1goods　but　an　abundance　of　imer　tranquili蚊and
tradition．And　this　is　what　is　missing　in　American1並e．‘The　Chinese，with　so　litt1e，
have　not1ost　the　power　of　celebration　in　their　daily1ives．　In　America，owning　so
much，we　love　and　praise　so1ittle，and　our　comfortab1e1ives　shrivel　as　a
consequence．”側　Instead　of　aiming　for　more　and　newer　things，Americans　need　to
acquire　more　depth　of　feeling　and　a　greater　sense　of　histo町．For　Ho1m　China
possesses　somethingvital　thatAmerica　has1ostin　its　search　for　the“good肚e．”
　　　　That　the　Chinese　are　a　ve収civilized　people　is　readi1y　apparent　to　Holm．Even
among　the　poor，there　is　evidence　ofthis　in　the　peop1e’s1ove　ofpoetry　and　calligraphy，
theirconcemforhuman　relations，and　their　sense　ofhisto収．Holm　also　sees　proofof
it　in　the　grandeur　of　their　hospitality，which　is　so　di廿erent　from　that　in　America．
During　one1ong　vacation，he　travels　to　Sichuan　Province　to　see　the　Yangセe　River　and
meet　one　of　his　students，a　man　n㎜ed　Old　Fish　who　teaches　Eng1ish　in　the　to㎜of
Wamdan．A肚er　spendi㎎severa1days　seei㎎the1ocal　sightswith　Old　Fish，Ho1m　is
deep1ymoved　byhowwell　he　has　been　treated．He　thinks　to　himse1f：
　　　　　　　　　　　“Ivisitpeople　with　an　income　oflessthan　thirty　dollars　a　month，
　　　　　　　　　　　living　in　a　one－room　apartment　with　a　diれnoor，no　car，no　heat，
　　　　　　　　　　　no刊ush　toilet，no　running　water，no　kitchen，not　much
　　　　　　　　　　　electricity，two　or　three　changes　of　clothing，and　a　wa1l　full　of
　　　　　　　　　　　books，I　eat　them　out　ofhouse　and　home　for　four　or五ve　days，
　　　　　　　　　　　am　entertained　grandly，not創1owed　to　spend　a力〃，and　for　the
　　　　　　　　　　　pleasure　of　bankrupting　them，they　give　me　elegant　g岨s　for
　　　　　　　　　　　having　been　their　houseguest．Where　is　civilization，
　　　　　　　　　　　Mi㎜esotaorWanxian？”岨1〕
　　　　Inhisteachi㎎，Holmisimpressedbythethirstand　des止efor㎞ow1edge　shown
by　his　students．　0ften　there　are　not　enough　textbooks；the　facilities　are　Spa血n　and
rundown．But　that　does　not　seem　to　phase　the　students，whose　main　goal　is　to　leam
as　much　aspossib1e　and　then　usethat㎞owledgetogetahead　intheir1ives．Ayear
laterwhenhe　retumstohisuniversi蚊in　Mimesota，Holmcamothelpcontrastingthe
situation　in　China　with　that　in　America，where　most　students　have　the　best　of
everything　and　yet　have　no　interest　in　the　non－materialistic　side　of　life．　He　gets
depressed　and　ang町：“What　insu丑erable　arrogance．．．to　throw　the　chance　for　a　real
men協11並e　away　on　peop1e　who　don’t　want　it．”1目2〕The　Chinese　students　also　receive
praise　for　their　dedication　to1eaming　to　communicate　in　English．Not　being　an
introve竹ed　peop1e，the　Chinese　are　fearless　and　creative　in　a廿empting　to　get　their
190）
191）
192）
Holm，Co〃惚Ho舳C“螂砂，p，202．
Holm，Co〃惚Ho舳C他η，p．172．
Holm，Co舳伽gHo舳C畑砂，p．114．
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ideas　across　in　Eng1ish．
　　　　China　is　not　just　another　culture＿it　is　another　plεmet．What　Holm　experiences
is　not　what　he　is　used　to．He　has　never　seen　so　many　people，so　much　crowding，so
much　frenzy．According　to　him，“China　is　a　mined　p1ace，spoiled　by　being　used　too
long　bytoo　m…my，but　it　is　ruined　in　the　way　that　only　humm　beings　can　ruin　a　p1ace＿
with　dignity，squalor，corruption，blood，foolishness，Passion，and1ove．”193〕　It　is　a　very
human　p1ace，with　lots　of　bad　as　well　as　good．He　admits　that　China　is　extremely
poor　and　that　living　conditions　there　are　bruta1－bad　housing　and　dangerous　po1lution．
Yet　he　is　always　impressed　by　how　well　the　Chinese　are　ab1e　to　adapt　a皿d　make　do
with　what　little　they　have；the　ones　who　whine　are　usua11y　the　foreigners．　On
unbearab1y　packed　and　dirty　trains，the　Chinese　travelers　have　a　genius　for　enjoying
the　trip，no　matter　what　the　conditions　are．Whereas　most　Westemers　equate
e価ciency　and　f1exibili蚊with　civilization，this　is　not　the　case　in　China，where　they　are
of　much　less　importance，especia1ly　in　o血ces．When　he　goes　into　a　bank　to　change
some　money，he　camot　believe　how　bad　the　service　is．He　is　forced　to　wait　md　wait，
not　because　the　bank　is　busy　but　because　no　one　seems　to　be　working．By　his　count
there　are54employees：23－24are　reading　books　or　newspapers，10－12are　getting
fresh　tea，9are　gossiping，2are　quarre1ing，4are　p1aying　with　abacuses，5－6are
ingering　piles　of　forms，and3are　staring　off　into　space．一94〕　But　then，as　a　partia－
explanation，he　adds　thatthey　make　an　average　ofonly　US70cents　a　day．
　　　　Holm　has　other　minor　complaints　as　we11．First　of　all，there　is　the　famous
Chinese　xenophobia　towards　foreigners．195〕　The　author　devotes　a　whole　chapter　to
documentingthispoint．Foreignersareca1led伽伽o舳（外国人），whichisusual1y
translated　as“foreigner．”　But　for　Holm，it　has　a　much　stronger　nuance，that　of
“barbarian，”in　other　words，someone　from　outside　of　cMlization．And　the　Chinese
view　the　barbarians　as　the　cause　ofmany　oftheir　prob1ems：AIDS，demonstrations　for
democracy，failure　of　economic　plans，and　so　on．A肚er　a　year　in　China，he　concludes
that　foreigners，or　barbarians　as　he　likes　to　cal1them，are　treated1ike　circus…mima1s；
they　are　hand1ed，fed，exercised，and　amused，but　they　are　also　isolated　and
watched．1胱〕
　　　　In　talking㎡th　Americans　upon　his　retum，Holm　no廿ces　that　the1wo　strangest
thi㎎s　that　many　people　know　about　China　are　the　Great　Wa11and　foot　binding．
Holm　states丘anklythatthe　GreatWall　is　notworth　seei㎎，foritisjustalot　ofpiled
rocksovemnwithtouHstsandsouvenirstands．Thoughitwasbuiltbyacr砒ed
emperor　thousands　ofyears　ago，it　never　rea11y　worked　as　protection　against　invasion，
　193）　Holm，Co〃昭Ho舳C畑砂，p．25．
194）　Ho1m，Co〃昭Ho舳C〃η，p，41，
195）　The　author　seems　to　be　contr副dicting　himse肚here．E趾1ier　he　claims　how　fhendly　and　hospitab1e
the　Chinese　are；now　they　are　xenophobic．
196）　Ho㎞，Co閉伽gHo〃2C〃η，p，195．
It　is　merely　a　symbo1for　all　the　invisib1e　walls　that　exist　belween　China　and　the
outside　wor1d．197〕The　author　is　on　sh的ground　here．　Regardless　of　whether　the
GreatWa1lwasa　success　ora制1ure，most，hotall，visitorsto　Chinawould　certainly
consider　it　a1asting　monument　to　the　greatness　of　Chinese　civi1ization；its　symbolic
meaning　does　not1essen　the　majes蚊ofthe　wa11itself．
　　　　His　comments　on　footbinding　are　equa1lyquestionab1e．TodayWestemers　and
Chinese　alike　condemn　this　cruel　and　painful　custom，but　Holm　has　a　contrary
opinion．He　says　that　itwas　ave収human　thing　to　do，for　itwas　afashion　and　human
beings　never　base　their　fashions　on　reason．In　traditional　China　men　thought　small
feet　were　erotic　while　women　themselves　viewed　large　feet　as　ug1y　and　awkward．
Withoutboundfeetitwasd血cultforwomentoindmarriagepartners．Forbe肚eror
worse，that　was　the　fashion，Ho1m　then　asks　whether　Westemers　really　have　the
r貴ght　to　criticize　foot　binding．　Did　the　Chinese　invent　the　hourglass　corset　or　gird1es
or　four－inch　heels　or　tanning　studiosP　None　of　them　is　comfortable　or　safe，but
people　put　up　with　them　because　they　are　in　s蚊1e．0ne　can　easily　rebut　this　by
sa加gthatfootbindingcausespe㎜anentdamagewhiletheothersgeneral1ydonot．
Fina11y，in　aratherforced　compadson，the　author　claims　thatthe　GreatWall　and　foot
binding　have　something　in　common：both　misshape　and　straエig1e　what　they　are吋ing
to　protect－the　feet　of　women　in　the　one　case　and　the　purity　of　the　culture　in　the
other．］9島〕
　　　　By　the　time　Peter　Hess1er’s　R〃〃To舳is　published　in2001，writers　have　started
to　focus　on1ess　stereo1ypical　aspects　of　Chinese　society　in　their　travel　accounts．　No
longer　do　they　dwell　mainly　on　such　things　as　the　dirt，noise，crowds，insularity，
comエption，bad　mamers，and　mfriendly　se㎡ce．1囎〕Hess1er　spent1wo　years　teaching
Eng1ish　at　a　teacher’s　college　in　Fuling，a　small　ci蚊on　the　YaI1g屹e　River　in　Sichuan
Province．In〃〃〃τo舳，Hessler　provides．us　with　a　good　description　of　norma1，
everyday1旺e　in　China，as　seen　through　the　eyes　of　a　foreigner．His　is　the　moving
sto町of　a　young　American　whose　experiences　in　China　expose　him　to　a　totally
different　culture　and　in　the　process　change　his　thinking　as　we11as　his　life．The
author　emphas1zes　the　joys　and　pleasures　and　not　merely　the　mconven1ences　of　h1s
two　years　（1996－1998）deep　in　the　interior　of　China．　Yes，the　Chinese　are　d岨erent
from　Westemers　in　numerous　ways，but　China　is　not　as　complicated　or　puzzling　as
mmy　outsiders　c1aim　itto　be．
　　　　W㌦en　Hess1er　ar1づves　in　Fuling，he　is　almost　completely　ignorant　of　the　culture
　197）　Holm，Co〃閉gHo舳C“囮砂，p．53I
198）　Holm，Co〃閉蟹Ho舳C畑η，pp．54－56，
199〕　Although　not　discussed　in　this　paper，Justin　HilrsλB2〃伽肋3乃〃oωR〃〃is　another　ex皿nple　of
the　ear1ier　kind　of　comment町y．First　published　in1997，the　l〕ook　chronicles　Hilrs1993－1995stay　in
Sh㎜xi　Province，where　he　taught　English　in　a　sm創1co11ege，Ignormt　ofthe1mguage…md　the　cu1ture，the
young　Englishmm　cm　o皿1y　describe　the　lone1iness　and　strangeness　of　being　a　foreigner　in　China．It
con㎞nsfew廿eshorins1gh血1co㎜ents．
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andthelanguage．Itis　soonc1eartohimthat枇houtagood㎞owledgeofbothhis
stay　in　China　wil1end　in　fai1ure．　So　he　proceeds　to1eam　to　spealk　Chinese　as　well　as
possib1e　and　to　de1ve　into　the　culture　as　deeply　as　possib1e．　W，at　Hesssler　realizes
before　long　is　that　the　key　to　success　is　to　leam　the　Chinese　way　of　doing　things，
which　is　something　that　is　not　a1ways　easy　to　do．A1though　such　a　basic　mle　might
seem　too　obvious　to　need　repeating，many　foreigners　forget　this　when　they　come　face
to　face　with　the　d岨erent　modes　ofbeha㎡or　found　in　China（or　any　other　countW，for
that　matter）．
　　　　A　simple　basketball　game　at　the　university　provides　the　author　with　one　of　his
irst　lessons　in　intercultural　understanding．　Since　he　is　continual1y　fouled　for　doub1e－
dribb1ing　during　the　game，he　assumes　that　the　referee　is　picking　on　him　because　he
is　a　foreigner，and　thus　he　gets　angrier　and　angrier．Later，after　the　game，he
complains　to　his　Chinese　language　teacher　about　the　mfair　referee．He　assumes
wrong1y　that　she　wi11sympathize　with　him．Instead，she　scolds　him，saying　that　the
problemwashisdhbb1i㎎，notthefoulsca1ledbythereferee．Sheinfomshimthat
there　is　a　Chinese　way　of　p1aying　basketba1l．　But　he　is　stubbom　and　at五rst　refuses
to　accept　her㎡ew．
　　　　　　　　　　　“Basketball　is　an　American　sport，”I　said．‘We　made　the　mles
　　　　　　　　　　　and　I　understand　them，That　referee　just　doesn’t1ike
　　　　　　　　　　　〃”な〃072〃．”　A肚er　I　spoke，I　realized　how　stupid　my　words
　　　　　　　　　　　sounded，and　I　might　as　wel－have　continued：And　we　Americans
　　　　　　　　　　　can　study　a　language　for　on－y　four　months　and　already　convey
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1oo：　　　　　　　　　　　Our　an＝OganCe．
He　knows　what　he　must　do　if　he　wants　his　stay　in　China　to　be　a　success：he　must
overcome　his　o㎜arrogance．And　compared　with　most　of　the　other　foreigners　who
㎡sit　Chinaand　record　their　impressions，Hessler　succeeds　to　an　admirable　degree．
　　　　Like　many　cities　in　China，Fuling　is　noisy，diiy，and　po11uted，It　does　not　take
him　long　to　realize　that　he　has1wo　choices：he　can　complain　about　the　problems　or　he
can　ignore　the　problems．His　iirst　reaction　is　to　complain，but　that　only　makes　him
more　amoyed．He　then　comes　to　the　conc1usion　that　it　is　simp1er　to　ignore　those
things　that　bother　him，for　there　is　no　way　for　him　to　change　them．A肚er　that，he
becomes　ve町open－minded，so　much　so　in　fact　that　he　comes　to　like　Fuling　and　the
surrounding　area．　He　even　says，“It　wasn’t　such　a　bad　place　to　be　aωαな〃o〃〃once
you　were　accustomed　to　things．”201〕A1though　it　takes　almost　ayear，he　is五nally　ab1e
to　develop　enough　trust　and　patience　to　get　along㎞th　everyone　and丘nd　pleasure　in
his　daily　life．
　　　　Many　Chinese　be1ieve　that　foreigners　come　to　China　to　search　for　the　negative
200〕　Hessler，R〃〃Toω〃，p．74，
201〕　Hessler，〃〃〃Toω刎，p．153．
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aspects　of　the　country，Whenever　foreigners　see　something　they　do　not　like　or
approve　of，they　have　a　tendency　to　tel1the　Chinese　how　to　improve　the　situation．
This　is　a　bad　habit　of　almost　al1visitors　from　other　comtries．What　must　be
remembered　is　that血e　Chinese　feel　great　pride　in血eir　own　cu1ture　and　as　a　resu1t
possess　a　strong　sense　of　cu1tura1identi蚊，for　they　assume　that　Chinese　civi1ization　is
unique．That　is　probably　the　major　reason　they　are　so　sensitive　to　criticisms，
especial1y　from　foreigners　who　come　from　comtries　with　short　histories　or　minor
cu1tura1achievements．Hesslergoes　as　far　as　to　say　thatthe　teachers　and　students　in
his　co11ege　become　xenophobic　when　they　feel　China　has　been　unfairly　slighted　or
criticized．202〕This，however，is　by　no　means　an　unusual　reaction；peop1e　in　many
countries　feel　the　same　way　toward　what　they　consider　disparaging　remarks　by
outsiders．
　　　　A舵er　living　some　months　in　Fuling，Hessler　notices　a　paradox　in　the　Chinese
attitude　toward　foreigners：“．．．the　Chinese　could　be　hard　on　foreigners，but　at　the
same　time　they　could　be　incredib1y　patient，generous，a皿d　curious　about　where　you
had　come　from．’舳　No　matter　where　he　hikes　in　the　neighboring　mountains，the
poor　country　folks　are　always　happy　to　o笛er　him　simple　food　and　lodging．It　goes
without　saying　that　this　youngAmeric…m　becomes　the　center　ofattention　in　the　Fu1ing
area．It　is　not　unreasonab1e　for　the　people　to　be　curious　about　this　stranger：most　of
them　have　never　seen　a　foreigner　in　person　before．In　spite　ofthat，most　ofthem　ldll
himwith　kindness．And　once　he　has　the　language　dow皿pre町we11，he　is　treated1ike
a　normal　human　being＿not　a　circus　animal．He　is　even　invited　to　dimer　during
Chinese　New　Year　by　a　friend　who　mms　a　small　restaurmt　near　the　co11ege．　It　is　a
ve町nice　gesture．The　f㎜ily　does　not　consider　him　as　merely　an　exotic　guest．To
them，a11that　matters　is　that　he　is　their　friend　and　that　he　is　alone　on　this　special
holiday．　Hessler　concludes　that　there　are　two　things　required　in　order　to　foster
warm，personal　relationships　in　another　comtry：patience　and1anguage　ability．204〕
　　　　A1though　China　has　destroyed　much　of　its　traditional　culture，the　people　stil1
p1ace　a　great　deal　of　importance　on　education．Learning　is　highly　respected，
especially　among　the　poor．Hess1er　is　impressed　by　how　hard　his　students　study，
and　it　is　very　satis蚊ing　for　him　to　see　the　e苗ects　of　his　teaching．Their　diligence
inspires　him　to　do　his　best．205〕However，there　are　certain　things　about　the　system
that　he　dislikes．　First　of　a11，the　students（and　teachers，as　wel一）are　told　not　to
associate　with　the　foreigner　teachers　outside　of　class．Presumab1y　this　is　to　insure
thatnone　ofthe　Chinese　are　over1y　exposed　to　dangerous　po1idca1or　social　ideas　from
abroad．州so，thanks　to　the　Chinese　educational　system，students　aiways　tend　to
　202）　Hessler，R〃〃τb〃蜆，p．175．
203）　Hessler，刑〃〃Toω閉，p．237，
204〕　Hessler，刑〃〃τb〃例，pp．297－303，
205〕　Hessler，灰〃〃τbω仰，p．352．
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thinkintemsofhghtorwo㎎＿thereisneveranyin－be耐een．Plaをi㎞smisabig
prob1em　when　he　assigns　the　students　written　work．A11students　copy，and
moreover　they　do　not　fee1any　sense　ofgui1t．This　Hess1er　a血｛butes　to　the　way　they
are協ught　throughout　their　school　years：they　are　told　to　imitate　and　copy　models，
a二nd　that　is　what　they　do．20刮　Several　students　die　during　the　two　years　he　teaches　in
Fuling．What　is　su叩rising　to　him　is　that　the　students　do　not　seem　to　be　as　shocked
as　he　expected　them　to　be　by　the　death　of　c1assmates．Their　grief　is　a　si1ent　but
resolutegrief；theymoumandthentheymove㎝．207〕
　　　　There　are　cer㎞n　aspects　of1肚e　in　Fuling　that　the　author　finds　bewildering　at　irst．
One　is　the　Chinese　banquet，which　provides　a　good　examp1e　of　Chinese　social
behavior　in　action．Hessler　realizes　early　on　that　it　is　impossib1e　to　go　to　an　o血cia1
banquet　and　not　get　hope1ess1y　dmnk　along　with　most　of　the　Ch言nese．That　is　the
onetimewhenpeople　are　pe㎜i航ed　to　lose　contro1and　do　and　saythi㎎sthatare
no㎜allyforbidden　oratleastconsidered　mde．Peop1e　who　are　noma1ly　co1d　and
distant　tum　out　to　be　quite　open　and　gregarious　when　under　the　inf1uence　of　a
powe血1Chinese　a1cohol　like肋勿．伽．　In　China，and　particularly　in　Sichuan　Pro㎡nce，
being　a　strong　drinker　is　a　badge　ofhonor，and　the　members　ofhis　department　at　the
university　are　ranked　according　to　their　ability　to　consume　alcoho1．But　this　ranking
app1ies　on1y　to　the　men，for　the　women　teachers　are　never　invited　to　the　banquets．洲
Ifa　man　camot　drink　alcohol，he　is　badgered　and　made　fm　ofuntil　he　agrees　to　drink．
Although　the　Chinese　p1ace　great　value　on　the　concept　of　face，it　is　acceptable　on　such
occasions　to　openlybu11y　or　embarrass　afriend　or　co11eague．209〕
　　　　Hessler　is　a1so　sumrised　by　the　Chinese　c㎝cem　for　and　interest　in　money．It
tums　out　to　be　the　m出n　topic　of　conversation　whenever　he　meets　someone．Peop1e
always　wantto　knowhow　much　money　he　eams，how　muchAmerican　workers　make，
and　how　much　things　cost　in　America．It　is　common　for　young　men　and　women　to
t収to　show　their　wealth　by　dressing　a　certain　way　or　c；m7ing　such　status　symbols　as
cell　phones，beepers，and1eatherpurses．The　socialist　ideals　ofthe　pasthave　tumed
into　the　capita1ist　ambitions　of　China　in　the　postMao　era．What　the　country　stands
for　in　theo町and　what　the　countW　has　become　in　reali蚊are1wo　di丘erent　things．
ThatChinahasforallintentsandp岬oses仕ansfo㎜editseHintoacap他1istcount町
is　acontradiction　thatnever　seems　to　trouble　Hess1er’s　students．
　　　　When　the　author　re皿ects　on　what　China　has　gone　through　in　the　recent　past，he
丘nds　himse肚sympathizing　with　the　people　he　meets　in　Fulin，for　many　of　them　have
experienced　a　life　of　dizzying　changes　and　di血culties：war，liberation，the　Cultura1
　206）　Hessler，珊砂〃Tbω閉，p．100．
207〕　Hess1er，R〃〃Tbω”，p．332，
208）　In　theory　women　and　men　are　equ劃1in　China，but　in　practice　there　is　a　c1ear　double　s七mdard　in
deciding　what　behavior　is　a1lowed　and　what　behavior　is　not　a1lowed．
209）　Hessler，R〃〃Toω閉，pp．79－86．
Revoluti㎝，pove巾，increasi㎎wealth，refo㎜and　opening，newvalues，theTaiwan
issue，and　so　on．It　is　remarkable，he　concludes，that　they　are　able　to　remain　sane
under　such　circumstances．210〕In　most　cases，the　common　people　do　not　complain　or
ask　questions．They　endure　because　that　is　what　they　are　used　to　doing．For　them，
the　ideas　ofdemocracy　and杜eedom　are　re1ative．211〕Mostpeople　tolerate　the　current
communistgovemmentforthe　simple　reason　that肚e　is　freerthm　before，and　in　most
respects肚e　is　less　d岨icult　than　before．　Chinese　socie蚊is　now　rapid1y　changing＿
admi位edly　not　a1ways　for　the　be耐er．But　no　matter　how　bad　things　might　seem　at
the　present　time，theywere　muchworse　in　the　past．212〕
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Conc1usion
　　　　Since　the　late1970s　China　has　become　more　accessible　to　vis言tors　from　other
countries．However，at　first，the　govemment　tried　to　exeれcomplete　control　over
foreigners　while　they　were　in　China．As　in　the　past，it　tried　to　restrict　where　they
went，what　they　did，and　whom　they　ta1ked　to．　But　gradua11y　a　more　open
atmosphere　prevai1ed，which　meant　that　it　was　possible　for　foreigners　to　visit　China
more　or　less　on　their　own　and　to　see　most　parts　of　the　count町without　excessive
inte㎡erence　by　the　govemment．This　led　to　a　dramatic　increase　in　the　number　of
Westemvisitors　fromAmerica　and　Europe，many　ofwhom　retumed　home　and　wrote
accounts　of　their　expehences　in　China．Most　accounts　were　wri肚en　and　pub1ished
during　the　decade　following　the　opening　ofChina．It　is　interesting　to　note　that　many，
並not　al1，of　them　are　sti11in　print．Surely　this　is　proof　that　the　genera1public　buys
and　reads　travel　books，even　those　written　ten　to　twen蚊years　ago．Thus　I　think　it　is
fair　to　say　that　those　accounts　have　had　some　degree　of　inf1uence　on　an　entire
generation　of　people　interested　in　China．How　much　of　an　inf1uence　is　hard　t0
determine　exactly．But　these　books　do　matter，because　they　he1p　to　form　ones
impressions　of　China，for　better　or　for　worse．Reading　them，most　people　assume
thattheinfoma廿onandimagesprovidedarebasicallytmeandrepresentative．
　　　　Probab1y　there　are　as　many　views　of　China　as　there　are　visitors　to　China．No
1wo　people　come　away　with　the　exact　same　impressions　of　the　country．As　we　have
seen，some　rave　whi1e　others　rant．There　are　those　that　comp1iment　the　Chinese　on
theirgenerous　nature　and　magn血centculture．However，most　ofthe　trave1accomts
of　China　tend　to　stress　many　of　the　same　points，which　in　genera1are　not　ve町
f1a廿ering　to　China：spitting，toilets，noise，bad　se㎡ce，o伍cious　bureaucrats，crowded
trains　and　buses，xenophobia，greed，pol1ution，and　so　on．　W11at　we　get　is　a　cons娃mt
210）　Hessler，R〃〃Toω閉，p．316，
211）　Needless　to　say，their　ideas　of　freedom　and　democracy　are　much　different　from　those　held　by
Westerners．
212）　Hessler，〃〃〃To〃〃，pp．142－143．
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stream　ofcomp1aints　about　the　d岨erences　be耐een　Westem　and　Chinese　standards．
Even　those　people　who　feel　great　a脆ction　for　the　count町point　out　the　same
problems，a1though　in　a　much　mi1der　tone．But　we　have　the　right　to　ask　the
question：Are　the　authors　being　unf討r　or　are　they　just　being丘ank？
　　　　刈1the　authors　mentioned　above　go　to　China　knowing　it　is　going　to　be　d岨erent．
In　fact，that　is　one　of　the　reasons　they　want　to　go＿to　see　a　unique　civilization　up　close．
W11en　they　get　there，they　inal1y　realize　how　d岨erent　it　is．China　tums　out　to　be　a
poor　md　crowded　coun帥，a1beit　one㎞th　agreathistorical　tradition．No　matter　how
open－minded　they　think　they　are，the　witers　reach　a　point　when　the　crowds　or　the　dirt
or　the　food　or　the　seπice　begin　to　affect　them．And　it　is　then　that　physical　and
men倣1fatigue　set　in，adversely　affecting　their　obsemations　of　the　coun岬and　the
peop1e．What　happens　is　that　they　judge　China　by　Westem　standards，which　is
understandab1e　but　notvery　productive，
　　　　This　problem　is　one　that　was　recognized　long　ago．In　the　late18th　century，Lord
Macartney　visited　China　on　behalf　of　the　king　of　England．His　goal　was　to　open
Chinato　theWest．One　ofthe㎝t㎡esin　his　diary　is　re1evantto　our　discussion．He
wrote：“Nothing　could　be　more　fallacious　than　to　judge　China　by　any　European
standards．’舳　AnotherEnglishtraveler，awoman　named　MaWWollstonecr枇，wote
a　year　later　in1795：‘Trave1lers　who　require　that　every　nation　should　resemble　their
native　country，had　better　s協y　at　home．It　is，for　example，absurd　to　blame　a　peop1e
for　nothaving　that　de即ee　ofpersona1c1eanliness…md　e1egance　ofmamers　which　on1y
re丘nement　of　state　produces，and　wil1produce　eve町where　in　propo村ion　as　socie蚊
attains　a　genera1po1ish．”214〕Many　visitors　to　foreign　comthes　forget　these　obvious
truths．　It　is　arrogant　to　insist　that　there　is　only　one　right　way　to　do　things－the
ViSitOr’S．
　　　　In　one　of　his　essays，Paul　Theroux　says：‘‘The　job　of　the　travel　writer　is　to　go　far
and　wide，make　voluminous　notes，and　tell　the　truth．”215〕That　sounds　like　a
reasonab1egoal，butitisnotalwayseasytocarlVout．Aperson’sversionofthetruth
is　o血en　inf1uenced　by　such　factors　as　prejudice，ethnocentrism，misunderstanding，
and　ignorance．　Even　now，which　is　considered　a　relat言ve1y　enlightened　period　in
history，it　is　surprising　how　many　travelers　hold“a　corrupting　sense　of　racial
superiority．”別眉〕　This　can　clearly　be　seen　when　di血culties　arise　during　a　trip．　In
such　situations，whom　do　they　b1ame，themse1ves，the　country，or　other　peopleP
Rarely　do　trave1ers　hold　themselves　responsible，even　though　the　problem　might　be
213）The　di劃ry　entワis　forJmuaσ15．1794．The　quo悦tion　appears　in　Colin　M副ckerras’肋∫f舳1舳g2∫
〆C〃舳，p．40．Thisisaninfo㎜ativehistoricalin仕oduc廿ontothesubject．
214）　The　quotation　appears　in　Gates，〃o〃〃g力7C屹伽g伽，p．51，
215）Theroux，‘TmvelWri旬ng：The　Poi皿tof1t，”p．52，
216）ThisphmsecomesfomBarb趾aGhzzu廿Hanls㎝p’s肋〃伽吻s，p．14．Herbookisanexce11ent
guide　to　Italy　and　the　Italians、
the　resu1t　oflanguage　inadequacy　or　cu1tural　gaps．More　o血en　than　not，we　assume
the　other　side　is　at　fau1t．　It　is　reassuring　to　think　that　our　ideas　or　opinions　are　va1id，
regardless　ofthe　coun吋we　are　in．
　　　　In　their　accounts，many　Westemers，conscious1y　or　unconsciously，set　up　a
dichotomybe耐een“them”and“us，”be肺een“East”and‘West．”The　imp1ica七〇ns
are　obvious：they　the　Chinese　are　notdoing　things　right，butwe　theWestemers　are；
they　are　hot　logical，butwe　are；they　are　mysterious，exotic，and　backward，butwe　are
not．別7〕　In　spite　of　good　intentions，even　the　best　travel　writers，for　example　Thubron
and　Theroux，fa1l　into　this　trap　at　times　and　turn　the　Chinese　into“the　Other”＿a
distinction　w祉h　unp1easant　connotations，　For　sure，pointing　out　clear－cut　d岨erences
be肺een　cultures　o血en　makes　for　interesting　reading．Moreover，並we　accept　these
d肚erences，it　becomes　easier　to　rearrange　things　in　our　own　minds：in　other　words，
we　are　this　way，which　usua11y　equals　good　or　superior，and　they　are　that　way，which
usual1y　equa1sもad　or　inferior．
　　　　As　we　saw，most　of　the　writers　discussed　in　this　paper　readily　make　such
distinctions，often　with1ittle　concem　for　extenuating　circumstances　or　cultural
exp1anations．While　some　of　the　distinctions　seem　fair，many　are　biased　or
downright　ridiculous．The　images　presented　strike　the　reader　as　a　mixed　bag：in　the
worst　examp1es，one　senses　hdicule　and　condescension；and　in　the　better　examples，
one　perceives　admiration　and　sympathy，The　great　majority　of　books，however，
include　a　combination　ofthe　two　and　fal1somewhere　between　the1wo　extremes．
　　　　What　can　we　conclude　from　this　suπey　oftravel　accountsP　First，China　is　more
comp1icated　than　people　imagine．When　seen　from　a　distance，the　coun吋strikes　us
as　wondrous　and　unique；however，up　c1ose　that　society，1ike　all　others，has　its　foibles
and　oddities．Second，judgments　about　China　should　not　be　made　lightly．It　is　not
prudent　to　say　this　or　that　aspect　of　Chinese　life　is　bad，without　figuring　in　the
historical　and　physical　circumstances　of　the　peop1e．Things　are　not　the　same　in　a
poor　country　with　a　huge　popu1ation　as　they肌e　in　a　rich　coun吋with　a　manageable
popu1ation．Third，there　are　many　truths　about　China，and　no　single　one　covers
eve町thing　in　such　a　vast　and　varied　count町．　0ne　must　be　careful　in　making
generalizations，for　there　are　so　many　exceptions，Pa竹icu1arly　in　a　count町changing
as　rapid1y　as　China．　Fou村h，the　China　of　today　is　not　the　China　of旅enty　years　ago．
It　seems　that　from　around1990the　Chinese　began　to　improve　conditions　for　tourism
and　travel　and　to　deal　with　some　ofthe　common　complaints　voiced　by　foreigners．As
a　result，the　travel　accounts　wri廿en　in　the1970s　and1980s　are　already　extreme1y　ouト
ofdate　on　many　points．Fina11y，I　wish　to　state　the　obvious　and　that　is　that　images　are
217）　For　a　critical　discussion　of　these　issues，see　Alast盆ir　Pennycook’s　E閉g〃∫此o〃4肋31〕づ∫co刎附2∫ol
C010伽｛”1ゐ物，especia11y　pp．160－189．
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important．They雄ect　how　people　react　to　other　countries，and　they　o価er　hints　on
how　to　handle　d岨erent帥es　ofcu1tures．In　addition，they　o且en　have　a㎡der　impact
by姐ecting　not　on1y　personal　but　a1so　state－to－state　relations．Disto肘ed　images　can
lead　to　distorted　policies　with　dangerous　implications．That，in　itself，is　reason
enough　for　writers　and　commentators　to　strive　for　faimess　and　accuracy　in
constructing　their　images　ofanothercountry。
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